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Cover illustration: A young Siamese crocodile is held and blessed by a monk (Jeremy Holden/ FFI) 
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Executive Summary in English 

Conserving the Siamese Crocodile  

The Siamese crocodile Crocodylus siamensis is indigenous to rivers, lakes and swamps throughout 
Cambodia, living in family groups and colonies from almost sea level up to 600 metres. Historically, this 
freshwater crocodile was also widespread throughout Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Laos and Indonesia. 

This crocodile is an exceptionally important species for Cambodia, with major cultural, economic and 
ecological values. For example, many people – including the Khmer Daeum [Original Khmer] communities 
in the Cardamom Mountains – believe these crocodiles bring good fortune and must never be harmed. 
Siamese crocodiles used to be kept in moats around the temples at Angkor, and they appear in many of 
the bas-reliefs. In the wild, the crocodiles help people, as well as other wildlife, by digging and maintaining 
ponds to provide water throughout the dry season. 

Siamese crocodiles tend to be shy animals and are not normally aggressive towards people. Extensive 
research, including more than 12 years of interviews and field work by government and international 
NGOs throughout in Cambodia, has found these crocodiles do not regard humans as prey. Villagers in the 
Cardamom Mountains and other parts of Asia still routinely fish, swim and bathe with Siamese crocodiles 
without apparent danger. These freshwater crocodiles can reach 3.5 metres in length, but feed mainly on 
small animals, including snakes, frogs and fish. 

After many decades of habitat loss, hunting and collection for crocodile farms, the Siamese crocodile is at 
very high risk of extinction in the wild throughout Asia and is listed as Critically Endangered and on 
Appendix I of CITES. Cambodia still holds the biggest known wild population (up to 250 adults), and has 
made good progress to strengthen the protection of this species in the wild. Community-based initiatives 
have proved to especially effective. However, Cambodia’s crocodile population is severely fragmented 
and still faces many pressures, including accidental drowning in fishing nets and loss of critical habitat to 
hydropower dams. Fewer than five nests are recorded in the wild every year, which is not enough to 
ensure the survival and recovery of Cambodia’s famous crocodiles. 

The Purpose of the Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan 

This plan sets out to re-establish viable, breeding populations of Siamese crocodiles in Cambodia by 
using both reintroduction (releasing crocodiles into areas from which the species has been completely 
wiped out) and reinforcement (adding crocodiles to existing, severely depleted colonies).  

Siamese crocodiles have been successfully reintroduced to protected sites in Vietnam and Thailand, and 
similar species of crocodiles have been successfully reintroduced in other countries (e.g. The Philippines, 
India and Venezuela). These releases have shown that captive-bred crocodiles are capable of surviving 
and breeding in the wild, and releasing crocodiles is a very effective way of boosting wild populations. 

The plan identifies suitable locations for releasing pure-bred Siamese crocodiles, and is intended to serve 
as a ‘roadmap’ to guide and evaluate this programme for at least 20 years.  

The short term goal of the Reintroduction and Reinforcement Programme (RRP) is to double the size of 
the wild population in Cambodia within five years. The long-term goal is to “establish a fully viable wild 
population of at least 10,000 Siamese crocodiles for the benefit of this species, its environment and the 
people of Cambodia”. This wild population should be spread across a number of well-protected locations.  

This target may take more than 20 years to achieve, but is necessary to ensure the survival of this 
important species. Re-establishing this population will bring multiple benefits to Cambodia, including: (i) 
Keep waterways open and prevent ponds and lakes from silting up and drying out; (ii) Fulfil the crocodiles’ 
role as sacred animals in Buddhist and animist beliefs and customs; (iii) attract overseas funding to 
generate new jobs, education and training opportunities, and potentially become a tourist attraction; (iv) 
demonstrate Cambodia’s commitment to the sustainable management of CITES-listed wildlife.  
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To achieve its goals, this Plan identifies the following objectives. Every objective and its main component 
activities are described in turn in this plan:  

Objective 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT: An effective management structure established and equipped to 
implement the Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan  

The reintroduction and reinforcement programme should be led by a multi-disciplinary team with access 
to the best available technical expertise, both nationally and internationally. It is proposed this body will 
be the National Crocodile Conservation Network, formed from the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (specifically, Forestry Administration and Fisheries Administration) and the Cambodian offices of 
Fauna & Flora International, Wildlife Conservation Society and other relevant organisations. Additional 
technical assistance will be sourced from the IUCN-SSC Reintroduction Specialist Group, IUCN-SSC 
Crocodile Specialist Group and other experts.  

Objective 2 – SITE SELECTION: Wetlands short-listed for reintroduction or reinforcement 

Siamese crocodiles should be released only in sites where their habitat requirements can be met for the 
foreseeable future. In most cases these sites will be in remote areas with no or very few people. Every 
release site must be capable of supporting a large breeding population. For every site, a threats analysis 
and stakeholder analysis must be conducted and preliminary consultations must be held with any local 
communities that live nearby or use the site. This plan sets out criteria for choosing sites, and also lists 
sites that are already known to meet these criteria, including six sites in the Cardamom Mountains. 

Objective 3 – STAKEHOLDERS: Approval and co-operation secured from stakeholders 

Crocodiles should not be released without first gaining the full understanding, acceptance and approval 
from local communities and other legitimate stakeholders. For all sites that are near or used by people, 
recommended activities include: (i) Conducting Participatory Rural Appraisals, focusing especially on local 
use of wetland resources; (ii) Delivering a tailored education and outreach campaign to local 
communities; (iii) Discussing the potential impacts, costs and realistic benefits of re-establishing/ 
increasing the local crocodile population; (iv) Developing a livelihoods assistance programme for local 
communities, where appropriate; (v) Obtaining the written, informed consent of local communities, local 
government and other key stakeholders before proceeding with a release. Local stakeholders should also 
be integrally involved in the management of the sites (Objective 4). 

Objective 4 – SITE MANAGEMENT: Suitable reintroduction and reinforcement sites are secured and 
managed 

All reintroduction and reinforcement sites should be protected by law. Ideally, such protection should 
apply to the entire wetland and adjacent forests, as well as corridors or linkages between areas occupied 
by crocodiles. If local communities are present, participatory methods should be used to identify 
management zones through consensus, and develop locally-agreed regulations or by-laws. A management 
plan should be produced for every release site to balance the needs of the local people with the needs of 
the crocodiles (e.g. restrict the types of fishing gear that can be used crocodile breeding sites). Jobs to 
manage and monitor the sites should preferentially be awarded to local persons. 

Objective 5 – SOURCE STOCK: Cambodian Siamese crocodiles obtained and prepared for release 

All of the crocodiles released will be pure-bred Siamese crocodiles of Cambodian origin. This stock will 
come from: (1) captive-bred stock from the Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre; (2) captive bred stock 
from other participating zoos and crocodile farms in Cambodia; and (3) wild crocodiles confiscated from 
poachers and fishermen or rescued from sites that are being destroyed. Although Cambodia has many 
thousands of crocodiles in captivity, a significant percentage are hybrids; the offspring of Siamese 
crocodiles mated with Cuban crocodiles Crocodylus rhombifer or saltwater crocodiles C. porosus. It is 
vitally important that only purebred Siamese crocodiles are released. Activities described in the full plan 
include: (i) Develop and maintain the crocodile breeding facility at Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre 
to breed and rear Siamese crocodiles for release; (ii) Identify well-managed crocodile farms or zoos to 
participate in the breeding programme; (iii) Produce healthy stock suitable for release, and use genetic 
analysis to confirm they are purebred Siamese crocodiles; (iv) Establish a marking system for all crocodiles 
used for breeding or release; (v) Prepare the captive-bred crocodiles for life in the wild.   
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Objective 6 – RELEASE: Crocodiles released and at least four breeding colonies established  

For every site, the number and size of crocodiles will be determined in advance, but as a general rule, the 
project will release immature crocodiles aged between two and five years. Most sites will require the 
release of at least 800 hatchlings or 175 one-year-olds or 80 two-year olds or a smaller number of older 
animals. Standard procedures for assessing the health of crocodiles must be developed, as well as safe 
and effective transportation and release protocols. All persons involved in handling crocodiles must have 
the necessary training and equipment. The project also requires a clear policy on whether to intervene 
after the releases, for example if a crocodile is injured or people subsequently complain about the 
crocodiles. 

Objective 7 – MONITORING: Monitoring and evaluation mechanisms implemented 

Monitoring is important for demonstrating and evaluating the project’s progress, and to improve the plan 
where necessary. All captive stock in breeding facilities should be marked, sexed and measured, and a 
stock book or database established, taking great care to ensure pure-bred Siamese crocodiles are kept 
apart from hybrids. At every release site, habitat quality, threats, and the survival, growth, dispersal and, 
ultimately, reproduction of the released crocodiles should be monitored closely: All released crocodiles 
will be marked with microchips and by clipping prominent tail scales, and a sample will be radio-tracked 
for at least 12 months after release. Regular meetings should be held with local communities and other 
stakeholders to evaluate progress and adjust management where necessary. 

Objective 8 – DISSEMINATION: The Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan has popular support, and 
benefits other conservation initiatives 

Project personnel must work to strengthen popular support and address any misconceptions or concerns 
about releasing Siamese crocodiles, using mass media as well as targeted approaches to key individuals 
and organisations. Techniques and lessons learned will also be shared with other crocodile 
conservationists, especially those working to conserve Siamese crocodiles in neighbouring countries. 
Hosting and conducting exchange visits with other wildlife managers will also be useful to build the skills 
of the members of the National Crocodile Conservation Network. 

Potential Risks and Mitigation 

This plan identifies some potential risks, and explains how they will be avoided or minimised. These 
include:-  

Risk 1. Released crocodiles are a perceived or actual threat to local communities. This risk will be mitigated 
by: (i) Genetic testing to ensure no hybrid stock are released (hybrids tend to be larger and more 
aggressive than purebred Siamese crocodiles); (ii) reintroduction sites will be situated far from 
settlements where possible, deep inside the core zones of protected landscapes; (iii) Even in sites where 
crocodiles already occur, no individuals will be released without the informed consent of local 
communities, and precautions taken to minimise conflict (e.g. through fishing regulations); (iv) Captive 
crocodiles must not be tamed nor encouraged to associate people with food. In the unlikely event that a 
released Siamese crocodile becomes aggressive towards people, it should be relocated.  

Risk 2. Unacceptably high mortality of crocodiles in captivity and during and after release. Captive facilities 
must be carefully managed to ensure the health and well-being of crocodiles for release. Standard 
operational procedures for health screening and transportation will lower mortality risk and raising 
individuals until they are 1 metre long will improve survival in the wild. Post-release monitoring will 
monitor mortality rates and allow adaptation of the programme if necessary. 

Risk 3. New colonies succumb to poaching, habitat degradation and other hazards. To mitigate this risk 
the project will select only the safest sites, ensure they are fully and effectively guarded, and ensure the 
strictly protected status of crocodiles is widely known. As a general rule, release sites should not be 
publicised to minimise disturbance and risk of poaching. 

Approximate Timeframe and Costs 
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This plan contains a timetable for the period 2012-2031. More detailed operational plans and budgets 
should be prepared at least every two years.  

The first release is scheduled to take place during the 2012-2013 dry season, using approximately 20 
young captive-bred stock from the Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre. Additional releases will take 
place annually for at least 10 years, depending on the availability of suitable stock, with the aim of 
populating at least five different sites. 

The programme will cost between $100,000 and $200,000 per year, with costs tapering after the tenth 
year. Much of this sum will be secured from regular sponsors of the Cambodian Crocodile Conservation 
Programme, but it is advisable to develop a diverse funding base and seek in-kind support where possible.   

Development and Revision of the Plan 

The Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan was developed using a participatory process at national, 
provincial, commune and village levels (at potential release sites). It builds on the fast-growing knowledge 
and experience within the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of managing Siamese crocodiles, 
both in captivity and in the wild, and incorporates advice and case studies from the IUCN-SSC Re-
Introduction Specialist Group and the IUCN-SSC Crocodile Specialist Group. It is recommended that the 
Plan is periodically reviewed and, where necessary, updated and improved. 

The plan is designed to be fully compliant with national laws and policies, as well as international 
conventions. For example, Article 8 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) requires Cambodia to 
“promote the recovery of threatened species, inter alia, through the development and implementation of 
plans or other management strategies” and Article 9 calls on Cambodia to “Adopt measures for the 
recovery and rehabilitation of threatened species and for their reintroduction into their natural habitats 
under appropriate conditions”. Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
(CITES), Cambodia is also obliged to ensure that its internationally traded species, including the Appendix I 
Siamese crocodile, are effectively conserved in the wild. 

 

 

Crocodiles appear on many bas-reliefs on the ancient temples of Angkor 
 and still hold a great religious significance for many people in Cambodia  

(Jeremy Holden, FFI). 
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សេចក្តេីសខេប 

 

ការអភិរក្សក្ក្ស ើក្រីឬភន ំ

 ក្រព ើក្រើ (Crocodylus siamensis) មានព ើមរំព ើ រពៅតាមស្ទងឹ ក្រពងំ និងវាលភរ់ 
ទូទងំក្រពទស្រមពុជា រស់្ពៅជាក្រុមក្រួសារ និងទើជក្មរររស់្វាមានរយៈរំ ស់្រហូរ ល់ ៦០០មម៉ែក្រព ៀរនងឹ 
នើវ ៉ែូស្មុក្ទ។ ក្រវរតិននក្រព ើទរឹសារក្រពភទពនេះក្រូវបានពរ ងឹថាមានវរតមានពៅក្រពទស្នៃ ពវៀរណាម មា៉ែ ពេសុ្ើ 
ឡាវ និង ឥ ឌូ ពនសុ្ើផងម រ។ ក្រព ើក្រពភទពនេះរមឺានលរខ ៈ ិពស្ស្ពោយមេរស្ក្មារ់ក្រពទស្រមពុជា 
វាជាវរប ម៌ ៏មានរនមៃស្ំខាន់មផែរពស្ ឋរិច្ច នងិពេរូេូសុ្ើ ស្ក្មារ់ក្រជា លរ ឋជាពក្ច្ើន រមួទងំស្ហរមន៍ 
ជនជារិមមែរព ើមពៅររំន់ជួរភែកំ្រវា៉ែញ ម លមានជំពនឿថាក្រព ើនមំរនូវស្ណំាងលអ និងមិនរងកឲ្យមានពក្រេះ 
ថាែ រ់ពេើយ។ ក្រព ើធ្លៃ រ់បានច្ិញ្ច ឹមពៅតាមក្រឡាយទឹរជុំវញិក្បាសាទេងគរវរត ពហើយបានពលច្ពច្ញជារូរ 
ច្ំលារ់យ៉ែ ងពក្ច្ើន។ ពៅរែុងនក្ ក្រព ើជួយមនុស្ស នងិ ស្រវនក្  នទពទៀរផងម រ  ូច្ជា៖ ជើរ និង មៃររាផៃូវទរឹ 
ស្ក្មារ់ផតល់ទឹរពក្រើក្បាស់្ពៅរ ូវក្បាងំ។ ក្រព ើក្រើជាក្រពភទស្រវពផអើល និង មិនកាច្សាហាវ ល់មនុស្ស ពេើយ។ 
ការក្សាវក្ជាវយ៉ែ ងលអរិលអន់រែុងរយៈព លជាង១២ឆ្ែ  ំ តាមរយៈការស្មាា ស្ន៍ជាមួយស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន និង 
ស្ិរាពៅទើវាលផ្ទទ ល់ពោយមន្រនតើរោឋ ភិបាល និងេងគការេនតរជារិននទូទងំក្រពទស្រមពុជាបាន េេះអាងថា 
ក្រព ើក្រពភទពនេះមនិសុ្ើមនុស្សជាអាហារពេើយ។ ក្រជា លរ ឋពៅរំរន់ជួរភែំក្រវា៉ែញ និងរំរន់ នទពទៀររែុង 
ភូមិភារអាសុ្ើពៅមរមានទំលារ់ពនសាទក្រើ មហល នងិមុជទឹរជាមយួក្រព ើពោយរែ នពក្រេះថាែ រ់។ ក្រព ើទឹរ 
សារក្រពភទពនេះអាច្មានក្រមវងរហូរ ល់៣.៥មម៉ែក្រ រ៉ែុមនតច្ំ ើ អាហារររស់្វាភារពក្ច្ើនជាក្រពភទស្រវរូច្ៗ 
រមួមាន៖  ស់្ រមងករ និងក្រើ។  

 រនទ រ់ ើការបារ់រង់ទើជក្មរជាពក្ច្ើនទស្វរស ការក្រមាញ់ និងក្រមូលក្រព ើ ើនក្ មរច្ញិ្ច ឹមរែុងរស្ិោឋ ន 
បានព វើឲ្យក្រព ើក្រើមានហានិភ័យមពស់្រែុងការបារ់រង់ ើ មែជារិទូទងំរំរន់អាសុ្ើ និងក្រូវបានចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើជា ក្រពភទ 
រងនូវការរំរាមរំមហងយ៉ែ ង ងន់ ងរ និងឧរស្មព័នធ១ននេនុស្ញ្ញា សាយពរស្។ ក្រពទស្រមពុជាក្រូវបានពរ ឹងថា 
ពៅមានវរតមានក្រព ើក្រពភទពនេះពក្ច្ើនជាងពរពៅរែុង មែជារិ(ក្រព ើព ញវយ័ក្រមហល២៥០រាល) នងិរំ ុង 
មានវឌ្ឍនភា លអ ល់ការ ក្ងងឹការការពរក្រពភទពនេះពៅរែុង មែជារ។ិ ការផតួច្ពផតើមេភិររសពោយ មានការ ចូ្ល 
រមួ ើស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ នបានរង្ហា ញ ើភា ពជារជ័យមួយយ៉ែ ងស្ំខាន់ ពទេះរើជាយ៉ែ ងណារ៏ពោយ រ៏ច្នំួន 
ក្រព ើពៅរមពុជាមានការរាយបា៉ែ យពៅតាមររំន់រូច្ៗនិងពៅមានរញ្ញា ក្រឈមជាពក្ច្ើន ូច្ជា៖ ការពក្រេះថាែ រ់ 
ពោយជារ់មង នងិបារ់រង់ទើជក្មរស្ំខាន់ៗពោយសារការសាងស្ង់ទំនរ់វារ ើេរកិស្នើ។ ស្ំរុរក្រព ើរិច្ជាង 
ច្ំនួន៥ក្រូវបានររព ើញពៅរែុង មែជារជិាពរៀងរាល់ឆ្ែ  ំ ម លច្ំនួនពនេះមនិក្ររ់ក្រន់ ព ើមបើធ្លននូវការរស់្ពៅ 
និងសាត រច្ំននួក្រព ើពៅរែុងក្រពទស្រមពុជាពេើងវញិពេើយ។  

សោលបណំខនៃផែៃការ ៃិខយទុ្ធសាស្រេតផលខ ៃិខសាត រក្ក្ស ើក្រសី ើខវញិ 

 ពនេះរើជាការស្ពងខរមៃើននមផនការលំេិរច្នំួន៧០ទំ ័រ ព ើមបើោរ់ពច្ញឲ្យបានស្ពក្មច្ពេើងវញិនូវររំន់ 
រនត ូជននក្រព ើពៅរែុងក្រពទស្រមពុជាតាមរយៈការមលងពៅរែុង មែជារិ (មលងក្រព ើពៅរែុងររំន់ម លមាន 
ការបារ់រង់ក្រព ើទងំក្ស្ុង) និងសាត រពេើងវញិ (រមនែមច្នំនួក្រព ើពៅររំន់ម លមានក្សារ់ រ៉ែុមនតទើជក្មរ ររស់្ 
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វាក្រូវបានរំផ្ទៃ ញ)។ ការមលងក្រព ើក្រើក្រូវបានទទួលពជារជ័យពៅរំរន់ការពររែុងក្រពទស្ពវៀរណាម និង 
នៃេង់ នងិការមលងក្រព ើក្រពភទពផសងៗពទៀរម លក្រហារ់ក្រមហលនឹងក្រព ើទឹរសារពនេះ រ៏ទទួលបាន 
ពជារជ័យពៅរែុងក្រពទស្ នទពទៀរ ូច្ជា៖ ហវើលើ ើន ឥណាឌ  នងិ ពវព ហសូពេឡា។ ការមលងទងំពនេះបាន 
រង្ហា ញថាការរង្ហក រ់ ូជក្រព ើរឺមានលទធភា រស់្និងរនត ូជបានពៅរែុង មែជារនិិងជាមព ោបាយមួយ ៏មាន 
ក្រស្ិទធិភា ព ើមបើរពងកើនច្ំននួស្រវក្រព ើរែុង មែជារិពេើងវញិ។ មផនការនងិយុទធសាន្រស្តពនេះ ររឲ្យព ើញនូវទើតាងំ 
ស្មក្ស្រស្ក្មារ់មលងក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធ និងជាពរលរ ំងព ើមបើរំព ញមុមង្ហរ ជាមផនទើរង្ហា ញផៃូវស្ក្មារ់ 
ម ន ំនងិវាយរនមៃរមែវ ិើពនេះស្ក្មារ់រយៈព លយ៉ែ ងរិច្២០ឆ្ែ  ំ(២០១២-២០៣២)។ 

ទិស្ពៅស្ក្មារ់រយៈព លមៃើរឺជាព ើមបើព វើឲ្យច្នំួនក្រព ើពរើនពេើងពទវ ងពៅរែុ ងក្រពទស្រមពុជារែុ ងរយៈ
ព ល៥ឆ្ែ ។ំ ទិស្ពៅស្ក្មារ់រយៈព ពលមវងរឺ “រពងកើរពេើង ព ើមបើស្ពក្មច្ឲ្យបាននូវច្ំនួនក្រព ើយ៉ែ ងរិច្ 
១០,០០០រាលរែុង មែជារិស្ក្មារ់ផលក្រពយជន៍ក្រពភទពនេះ ររសិាែ នររស់្វា និងក្រជា លរ ឋរមពុជា”។ 
ច្ំនួនពៅរែុង មែជារិពនេះអាច្ ក្ង្ហយតាមរំរន់ម លមានការការពរបានក្រពស្ើរ។ ទិស្ពៅពនេះនឹងក្រូវការ រយៈ 
ព លជាង២០ឆ្ែ  ំ ព ើមបើស្ពក្មច្តាមពរលពៅ រ៉ែុមនតវាស្ំខាន់ព ើមបើធ្លននូវការរស់្ពៅររស់្ ួរវា។ ការព វើ 
ឲ្យមានច្ំននួក្រព ើពេើងវញិពនេះ វានឹងនមំរនូវេរែក្រពយជន៍ជាពក្ច្ើន ល់ក្រពទស្រមពុជា រមួមាន៖ (១) ព វើឲ្យ 
ផៃូវទឹរក្ស្េេះលអ និងការពរក្រពងំ/រឹង ើការហូរចារ់រំព ញពោយ ើលារ់ និង ភា ស្ងួរ (២)ក្រព ើព ើររួនទើ 
ជាស្រវស្ក្មារ់ពររ រូជាមផែរក្ េះ ុទធសាស្ន ជំពនឿមផែរវញិ្ញា   និងទំពនៀរទលំារ់ពផសងៗ។ (៣)ទរ់ទញ 
ជំនួយ ើររពទស្ព ើមបើរពងកើរការង្ហរៃែើៗ ឱកាស្ស្ក្មារ់េរ់រ ំ និង រ តុ េះរណាត ល មានអានុភា ទរ់ទញ 
ពទស្ច្រ និង(៤)រង្ហា ញ ើការពរតជាា ររស់្រោឋ ភិបាលរមពុជាទរ់ទងពៅនឹងការក្ររ់ក្រងពោយច្ើរភា ននការចុ្េះ 
រញ្ជ ើស្រវនក្ ពៅរែុងេនុស្ញ្ញា សាយពរស្។  

ព ើមបើស្ពក្មច្ពរលពៅររស់្វា មផនការពនេះរំ រ់នូវពរលរ ំង ូច្ខាងពក្កាម។ ពរលរ ំង 
នើមួយៗមានស្មាស្ភា ស្រមែភា ស្ំខាន់ៗ មាន ិ  ៌នតាមលំោរ់លំពោយពៅរែុងមផនការពនេះ៖  

ពរលរ ំងទើ១-ការក្ររ់ក្រងរពក្មាងៈរពងកើររច្នស្មព័នធក្ររ់ក្រង ម លមានក្រសិ្ទធិភា មួយ និង 
ផតល់នូវររកិាខ រស្ក្មារ់េនុវរតមផនការមលង និងសាត រក្រព ើពេើងវញិ៖ 

 រមែវ ិើមលងនិងសាត រក្រព ើពេើងវញិ នឹង រឹនពំោយក្រុមច្ក្មុេះមួយ និង មានការវាយរនមៃ ើេែរជនំញ 
រពច្ចរពទស្ម លមានក្រពយជន៍យ៉ែ ងស្ខំាន់ទងំថាែ រ់ជារ ិ និង េនតរជារិ។ សាែ រ័នម លនឹងក្រូវពស្ែើសុ្ំពនេះ 
រឺជារណាត ញការង្ហរេភិររសក្រព ើថាែ រ់ជារិ រពងកើរពេើងពោយក្រស្ួងរស្ិរមែរុកាខ ក្រមាញ់និងពនសាទ (រ ឋបាល 
ជលផលនិងរ ឋបាលនក្ ពឈើ) ក្ មទងំមានការចូ្លរមួ ើេងគការស្រវនក្  និង រុរខជារិេនតរជារ ិ ស្មារម 
េភិររសស្រវនក្  និង រណាត េងគការពរ់ ័នធ នទពទៀរម លមានការយិល័យពៅរែុងក្រពទស្រមពុជា។ ពក្ៅ ើពនេះ 
ពៅមានជំនយួរពច្ចរពទស្ ើក្រុមេែរជនំញមលង IUCN/SSC-Re-introduction Specialist Group (RSG)  
ក្រុមេែរជនំញស្រវក្រព ើ IUCN/SSC- Crocodile Specialist Group (CSG)និងេែរជំនញ នទពទៀរ។  

ពរលរ ំងទើ២-ការពក្ជើស្ពរ ើស្ររំន់ៈររំន់ ើពស្ើមក្រូវបានពក្ជើស្ពរ ើស្ស្ក្មារ់មលង និងសាត រក្រព ើ 
ពេើងវញិ៖  

ក្រព ើក្រើ រួរមលងមរពៅរែុងរំរន់ម លមានរក្មូវការទើជក្មរស្មក្ស្រ និងអាច្ពមើលព ើញរែុងព ល 

េនររ ៏មៃើ។ រំរន់ទងំពនេះរួរពៅោច់្ក្ស្យ៉ែ ល រែ នមនុស្សរស់្ពៅ ឬមានច្ំនួនរិច្រួច្ និងក្រូវមរមាន 
លទធភា ស្ក្មារ់ រួវាព វើការរនត ូជបានពក្ច្ើន។ រំរន់នើមយួៗរួរព វើការវភិារ ើការរំរាមរំមហង វភិារ ើសាែ រ័ន 

ពរ់ ័នធ និងជាច្រំងក្រូវព វើការ ិភារាជាមយួស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ នម លរស់្ពៅមរបរ និងពក្រើក្បាស់្រំរន់ទងំ 
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ពនេះ។ មផនការពនេះ បានោរ់ពច្ញពេើងស្ក្មារ់ពក្ជើស្ពរ ើស្រំរន់ និងចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើរំរន់ម លបាន ឹងរចួ្ផងម រ ព ើមបើ 
រំព ញនូវលរខ ៈវនិិច្ឆ័យទងំពនេះ  ូច្ជា៖ រំរន់ច្នំួន៦ពៅជួរភែំក្រវា៉ែញ។  

ពរលរ ំងទើ៣-សាែ រ័នពរ់ ័នធននៈ ឯរភា  និងស្ហក្ររិររតិការ ើសាែ រ័នពរ់ ័នធនន៖ 

ក្រព ើមិនរួរមលងពោយរែ នការផតល់នូវច្ំព េះ ឹងព ញពលញ ការទទួលសាគ ល់ និងយល់ក្ ម ើ 
ស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន នងិសាែ រ័នក្ស្រច្ារ់ នទពទៀរពេើយ។ ច្ំពពេះរំរន់ទងំឡាយណាម លពៅជិរ ឬ 
ពក្រើក្បាស់្ពោយក្រជា លរ ឋក្រូវព វើការ ិចារណាពលើស្រមែភា មួយច្នំួន រមួមាន៖ (១)ព វើការវាយរនមៃពោយ 
មានការច្ួលរមួ ើជនរទពោយពផ្ទត រជាស្ខំាន់ពលើការពក្រើក្បាស់្ នធ្លនរំរន់ ើពស្ើម (២)មច្ររមំលរនូវការ 
េរ់រនំិងព វើយុទធនការផតល់ពស្វារពក្មើស្ហរមន៍ព ើមបើក្រពយជន៍ស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន(៣) ិភារា ើអានុភា នន
ពហរុផលរ៉ែេះពល់ រនមៃ នងិេរែក្រពយជន៍ ិរក្បារ រែុងការរពងកើរពេើងវញិ/រពងកើនច្នំួនស្រវក្រព ើរែុងរំរន់ 
(៤)រពងកើរនូវរមែវ ិើផតល់ជំនយួមផែរពលើររំ ស់្ជើវភា ស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ នពៅទើរមនៃងស្មក្ស្រ (៥)ទទលួ 
បាននូវការយល់ក្ ម ើស្ហរមន៍ អាជាា  រមូលោឋ ននងិសាែ រ័នពរ់ ័នធស្ំខាន់ៗ នទពទៀរ មុន ំព ើ រការមលង 
ក្រព ើតាមរយៈលិមិរស្រពស្រជាលាយលរខ ៍េរសរ។  សាែ រ័នពរ់ ័នធននពៅថាែ រ់មូលោឋ នក្រូវចូ្លរមួយ៉ែ ង 
ស្ំខាន់រែុងការក្ររ់ក្រងរំរន់ទងំពនេះផងម រ (ពរលរ ំងទើ៤)។  

ពរលរ ំងទើ៤-ការក្ររ់ក្រងររំន់ៈររំន់មលងនិងសាត រស្រវក្រព ើពេើងវញិម លស្មក្ស្ររំផុរ 
រឺក្រូវមានសុ្វរែិភា  និងការក្ររ់ក្រង៖  

រំរន់មលងនិងសាត រក្រព ើពេើងវញិទងំេស់្ក្រូវបានការពរពោយច្ារ់។ ជាការក្រពស្ើររផុំរ ការការពរ 
រួរោរ់ពស្ែើសុ្ំស្ក្មារ់ការពររំរន់ ើពស្ើមទងំមូល និងររំន់នក្ ម លជារ់ទរ់ទង រ៏ ូច្ជាក្ច្ររពរៀង ឬរំរន់ 
ម លរភាជ រ់ពៅនឹងរំរន់ម លក្រព ើពក្រើក្បាស់្។ ពរើស្ិនជាមានវរតមានស្ហរមន៍ វ ិើសាន្រស្តចូ្លរមួរួរ ពក្រើក្បាស់្ 
ព ើមបើរ ំរ់ការក្ររ់ក្រងររំន់តាមការយល់ក្ ម និងរពងកើររិច្ចក្ មពក្ ៀងថាែ រ់មូលោឋ ន ឬលរខនតរិៈ។ មផនការ 
ក្ររ់ក្រងមយួរួរពរៀរច្ំពេើងស្ក្មារ់រំរន់មលងក្រព ើនើមយួៗព ើមបើបបឲ្យមានលំនងឹរវាងរក្មូវររស់្ស្ហរមន៍មូល
ោឋ ននឹងរក្មូវការររស់្ស្រវក្រព ើ (ឧទហរ ៍៖ ររឹរនតងឹនូវក្រពភទឧរររ ៍ពនសាទម លពក្រើក្បាស់្ពៅរមនៃង 
ក្រព ើរនត ូជ)។ ការង្ហរក្ររ់ក្រង និងតាមោនរំរន់រួរផតល់ជារង្ហវ ន់ ល់ក្រជាស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន។ 

ពរលរ ំងទើ៥-ក្រព ើស្ក្មារ់មលងៈ ក្រព ើក្រើពៅក្រពទស្រមពុជាក្រូវបានពក្រើក្បាស់្ និង ពរៀរច្ំ 
ស្ក្មារ់មលង៖ 

ក្រព ើស្ក្មារ់មលងទងំេស់្ជាក្រពភទក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធម លមានក្រភ ពៅរែុងក្រពទស្រមពុជា នងិបាន 
មរ ើ៖(១)ក្រព ើរង្ហក រ់ពៅឧទោនស្ួនស្រវនិងមជឈម ឌ លស្ពន្រង្ហគ េះស្រវនក្ ភែំតាព ៉ែ  (២)ក្រព ើច្ិញ្ច ឹមម ល 
បានមរ ើការចូ្លរមួតាមរណាត រស្ិោឋ ននិងស្ួនស្រវពៅរែុងក្រពទស្រមពុជា នងិ (៣)ស្រវក្រព ើរមឹេូស្ ើេែរ 
ក្រមាញ់និងេែរពនសាទឬស្ពន្រង្ហគ េះ ើររំន់ម លទើជក្មរររស់្វាមានការរំផ្ទៃ ញ។ ពទេះរើក្រពទស្រមពុជាមាន 
ក្រព ើច្ិញ្ច ឹរារ់រយពន់រាលរ៏ពោយរ៏មានក្រព ើរូនការ់ពក្ច្ើនម រ ម លបានមរ ើរូនពៅររស់្ក្រព ើក្រើរនត 
 ូជជាមួយក្រព ើរុយបា (C.rhombifer)និងក្រព ើទឹរនក្រ(C.porosus)។ វាជាការស្ំខាន់ណាស់្ ម លមានមរ 
ក្រពភទក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធមួយររ់ក្រូវមលង។ ស្រមែភា ទងំពនេះបាន ិ  ៌នរែុងមផនការលំេិរ៖ (១) រពងកើរ 
និង មៃររារមនៃងរង្ហក រ់ ូជពៅឧទោនស្នួស្រវនិងមជឈម ឌ លស្ពន្រង្ហគ េះស្រវនក្ ភែំតាព ៉ែ  ព ើមបើរង្ហក រ់ និង 
ច្ិញ្ច ឹមក្រព ើក្រើស្ក្មារ់មលង (២)រំ រ់ ើការក្ររ់ក្រងរស្ិោឋ ននិងស្ួនស្រវច្ិញ្ច ឹមក្រព ើឲ្យបានច្ាស់្លាស់្ 
ព ើមបើចូ្លរមួរែុងរមែវ ិើរង្ហក រ់ ូជពនេះ(៣)ផលរិនូវក្រព ើច្ញិ្ច ឹម ម លមានសុ្មភា ស្មក្ស្រស្ក្មារ់មលង 
និងពក្រើក្បាស់្ការវភិារពស្ពនទិច្ព ើមបើរញ្ញជ រ់ថារជឺាក្រពភទក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធ (៤) រពងកើរក្រ ័នធស្មាគ ល់មួយ 
ស្ក្មារ់ពក្រើក្បាស់្រែុងការរង្ហក រ់ ូជ នងិមលង(៥) ពរៀរច្ំរង្ហក រ់ ូជក្រព ើស្ក្មារ់ជើវរិរស់្ពៅរែុងនក្ ។ 
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ពរលរ ំងទើ៦-ការមលងក្រព ើៈក្រព ើមលង និង រពងកើររមនៃងស្ក្មារ់ ួរវារនត ូជឲ្យបានយ៉ែ ងរិច្ 
ច្ំនួន៤៖ 

 ស្ក្មារ់រំរន់មលងនើមួយៗ ច្ំនួន និងទហំកំ្រព ើក្រូវបានរំ រ់ជាមុន រ៉ែុមនតរែុងររ ើ ចាបំាច់្ រំផុរ 
ពនេះ រពក្មាងនងឹព វើការមលងក្រព ើមិនទន់ព ញវយ័ម លមានអាយុ ើ២-៥ឆ្ែ ។ំ រំរន់ភារពក្ច្ើននឹងរក្មូវឲ្យ 
មលងយ៉ែ ងរចិ្រូនក្រព ើច្ំននួ៨០០រាល ឬ ក្រព ើអាយុ១ឆ្ែ ចំ្ំននួ១៧៥រាល ឬ ក្រព ើអាយុ២ឆ្ែ  ំ ច្ំនួន 
៨០រាល ឬរ៏ក្រព ើព ញវយ័ច្ំនួនរចិ្រួច្។  ំព ើ រការស្តង់ោរស្ក្មារ់វាយរនមៃសុ្មភា ក្រព ើ រ៏ ូច្ជា 
សុ្វរែិភា  ក្រស្ិទធិភា ននការ ឹរជញ្ជូ ន និង ិ ើការមលងផងម រ។េែរចូ្លរមួមលងក្រព ើទងំេស់្ចាបំាច់្ក្រូវ 
បានរ តុ េះរណាត ល នងិរពំរ់នូវពក្រឿងររកិាខ រ។ រពក្មាងរ៏រក្មូវឲ្យមានពរលនពយបាយមួយច្ាស់្លាស់្ 
ស្តើ ើការេនតររមន៍ពក្កាយព លមលង ឧទហរ ៍ ពរើស្ិនជាក្រព ើមានររសួ្ ឬមនុស្សរវា៉ែ ពក្កាយព លមលង។  

ពរលរ ំងទើ៧- តាមោនក្ររួ និរិយៈ េនុវរតយនតការតាមោនក្រួរ ិនិរយ និង វាយរនមៃ ៖ 

 តាមោនក្ររួ ិនិរយរឺមានសារៈស្ំខាន់ណាស់្ ស្ក្មារ់ច្ងអុលរង្ហា ញនិងការវាយរនមៃ ើការរ ើរច្ពក្មើន 
រពក្មាង ក្ មទងំព វើឲ្យមផនការកាន់មរក្រពស្ើរពេើងក្រង់រមនៃងចាបំាច់្។ ក្រព ើច្ញិ្វ ឹមទងំេស់្ពៅរមនៃងរង្ហក រ់ 
 ូជ រួរមានស្ញ្ញា ស្មាគ ល់មើក្រូពហវរ (Microchips) ពភទ និង ក្រមវង ក្ មទងំពស្ៀវពៅររ់ក្តា រពងកើរក្រ ័នធ 
ក្ររ់ក្រងទនិែន័យ មៃទឲំ្យបានក្រពស្ើរ ព ើមបើធ្លនថាក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធ ក្រូវបានររាទុរោច់្ពោយមេរ ើ 
ក្រព ើ ូជការ់។ ពៅតាមររំន់មលងក្រព ើនើមួយៗក្រូវព វើការតាមោនក្ររួ ិនិរយឲ្យបានច្ាស់្លាស់្ ើលរខ ៈ 
ទើជក្មរ ការរំរាមរំមហង េក្តារស់្ និងលូរលាស់្ ការមររខាា រ នងិចុ្ងរញ្ច រ់ រកឺាររនត ូជររស់្វាពក្កាយ 
ព លមលង។ ក្រព ើស្ក្មារ់មលងទងំេស់្ក្រូវមានស្ញ្ញា ស្មាគ ល់ពោយមើក្រូពហវរ (Microchips) និងការ់ 
រនទុយស្មាគ ល់ ក្ មទងំតាមោនតាមរយៈការរពំរ់ឧរររ ៍វទិយុទទលួស្ពមៃងពលើក្រព ើនើមួយៗយ៉ែ ងរចិ្ 
ច្ំនួន១២មមពក្កាយព លមលង។ ការក្រជុំនឹងព វើពេើងជាពទៀងទរ់ជាមួយស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន និងសាែ រ័ន 
ពរ់ ័នធនន ព ើមបើវាយរនមៃ ើការរ ើរច្ពក្មើននិងមររក្មូវ ើការក្ររ់ក្រងពៅ រមនៃងណាចាបំាច់្។  

ពរលរ ំងទើ៨.-ការមច្ររមំលរ ័រ៌មានៈរមែវ ិើមលង និងសាត រស្រវក្រព ើពេើងវញិក្រូវមានការរកំ្ទ 
យ៉ែ ងព ញទំហឹងនិងមានផលក្រពយជន៍ស្ក្មារ់ផតួ ច្ពផតើមការេភិររស នទពទៀរ៖ 

 មន្រនតើរពក្មាងក្រូវព វើការង្ហរព ើមបើរពងកើនការរកំ្ទឲ្យកាន់មរខាៃ ងំ និងពោេះក្សាយនូវការភាន់ក្ច្េណំា 
មួយ ឬក្ ួយបារមា ើការមលងក្រព ើក្រើ ការពក្រើក្បាស់្ក្រ ័នធផស វផាយឲ្យបានទូលំទូលាយ រ៏ ូច្ជាវ ិើសាន្រស្ត 
ពរលពៅ ល់រុរគល និងសាែ រ័នស្ំខាន់ៗ។ រពច្ចរពទស្ និងរទ ិពសា ន៍នឹងក្រូវមច្ររមំលរ ល់េែរេភិររស 
ក្រព ើ នទពទៀរ ជា ិពស្ស្ការង្ហរទងំពនេះ រសឺ្ក្មារ់យរពៅព វើការេភិររសក្រព ើក្រើពៅក្រពទស្ជិរខាង។ 
ទទួលនងិព វើទស្សនរិច្ចមច្ររមំលររទ ិពសា ជាមួយេែរក្ររ់ក្រងស្រវនក្  នទពទៀរ ម លជាក្រពយជន៍ព ើមបើ 
រសាងជំនញននក្រមុរណាត ញការង្ហរេភិររសក្រព ើថាែ រ់ជារិផងម រ។  

ហាៃភិយ័ ៃខិការការប់ៃថយេខំាៃ់ៗ  

 មផនការពនេះរ ំរ់ ើហានិភ័យស្ំខាន់ៗមួយច្ំននួនិង នយល់ ើវ ិើសាន្រស្ត ព ើមបើឲ្យមានការក្រុងក្រយរ័ែ 
ច្ំពពេះហានភ័ិយទងំពនេះ នងិការ់រនែយឲ្យពៅរក្មិរេរបររមិា។ វ ិើសាន្រស្តទងំពនេះ រមួមាន៖  

ហានភ័ិយទើ១-មលងក្រព ើរឺក្រវូ ឹងថា ឬ  ិរជាមានការររំាមរមំហង ល់ស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ នៈ 
ហានិភ័យពនេះនឹងក្រូវការ់រនែយពោយ៖(១)ការវភិារពស្ពនទិច្ព ើមបើធ្លនថារែ នការមលងក្រព ើ ូជការ់ 
(ក្រព ើរូនការ់មានទំហ ំ នងិកាច្សាហាវជាងក្រព ើក្រើ ូជសុ្ទធ) (២)រំរន់មលងក្រវូស្មក្ស្រ ពៅឆ្ង យ ើ 
លំពៅោឋ នររស់្ក្រជា លរ ឋនិងស្ែិរពៅរែុងររំន់ស្ែួលននរំរន់ការពរពទស្ភា  (៣)ពទេះរើជាពៅរំរន់ ម ល 
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មានក្រព ើរ៏ពោយ រ៏មិនក្រូវមលងរមនែមពោយរែ នការយល់ក្ ម ើស្ហរមន៍មូលោឋ ន និងមានការក្រយរ័ែទុរ 
ជាមុន ព ើមបើការ់រនែយជំពលាេះឲ្យពៅេរបររមិា (ឧទហរ ៍ៈ តាមរយៈលរខនតិរៈននការពនសាទក្រើ) (៤) 
ក្រព ើម លចារ់បាន ើនក្ មិនក្រូវព វើឲ្យសាងំ ឬ ពលើរទឹរច្ិរតឲ្យមានទំនរ់ទនំងជាមួយមនុស្ស ពោយផតល់ជា 
ច្ំ ើ ពេើយ។ ច្ំពពេះររ ើ ពមើលពៅទំនងជាក្រព ើក្រើម លមលងពនេះមានការមក្រក្រួលពៅជាកាច្សាហាវ រ ឺ
ក្រូវព វើការរំលាស់្ទើជារនទ ន់។  

ហានភ័ិយទើ២-មិនទទលួយរនូវេក្តាសាៃ រ់ពក្ច្ើនព រររស់្ក្រព ើពៅរែុ ងការរង្ហក រ់ និង ពក្កាយព ល 
មលងពេើយ៖ រមនៃងរង្ហក រ់ ូជក្រព ើក្រូវក្ររ់ក្រងពោយក្រុងក្រយរ័ែ ព ើមបើធ្លនសុ្មភា និងជើវរិរស់្ពៅ 
ររស់្ ួរវាឲ្យបានលអក្រពស្ើរស្ក្មារ់មលង។  ំព ើ រការក្ររិររតសិ្តង់ោរស្ក្មារ់ និិរយសុ្មភា  នងិ ឹរជញ្ជូ ន 
ក្រព ើក្រូវឲ្យមានហានិភ័យសាៃ រ់ទរ និងច្ិញ្ច ឹមរហូរ ល់ រួវាមានក្រមវង១មម៉ែក្រម លអាច្មានលទធភា រស់្ពៅ 
រែុងនក្ បាន។ ការតាមោនក្ររួ ិនិរយពក្កាយព លមលង នងឹក្រូវតាមោន ើេក្តាសាៃ រ់នងិផតល់ឲ្យ ួរវារនាំពៅ 
នឹងរមែវ ិើមលង ពរើស្ិនជាចាបំាច់្។  

ហានភ័ិយទើ៣-ក្រព ើង្ហរ់ពៅទើជក្មរៃែើ ពោយសារការររបាញ់ រផំ្ទៃ ញទើជក្មរ និង ពក្រេះថាែ រ់ពផសងៗ 
ពទៀរៈ ព ើមបើការ់រនែយហានិភ័យពនេះ រពក្មាងនឹងពក្ជើស្ពរ ើស្ររំន់ម លមានសុ្វរែិភា រំផុរព ើមបើធ្លនថា 
រំរន់ទងំពនេះមានការការពរយ៉ែ ងរឹងរងឹនិងមានក្រស្ិទធភា  ក្ មទងំធ្លនបាននូវការពរយ៉ែ ងរឹងរងឹ ើ 
សាែ នភា ក្រព ើម លបាន ឹងពទៀរផង។ ជាទូពៅការក្ររ់ក្រងរំរន់មលងក្រព ើនឹងមិនរួរផស វផាយពេើយ រ ឺ
ព ើមបើការ់រនែយការរខំាន និងហានិភ័យននការក្រមាញ់ឲ្យពៅរក្មិរទររំផុរ។  

ប៉ា ៃ់សាា ៃគសក្ោខស លសវលា ៃខិ រនលៃ 

 មផនការនេះ មានរពក្មាងព លពវលាស្ក្មារ់រយៈព ល ើឆ្ែ ២ំ០១២-២០៣២។ មផនការក្ររិររតលិំេិរ 
និងៃវកិារួរពរៀរច្ំយ៉ែ ងយូរជាពរៀងរាល់ ើរឆ្ែ មំតង។  
 ការមលង ំរូងនឹងពក្រងព វើពៅរ ូវក្បាងំរែុងរំេុងឆ្ែ ២ំ០១២-២០១៣ ពោយពក្រើក្បាស់្ក្រព ើរង្ហក រ់ 
 ូជរូច្ៗច្ំនួនក្រមា ២០រាល ើឧទោនស្ួនស្រវនិងមជឈម ឌ លស្ពន្រង្ហគ េះស្រវនក្ ភែំតាព ៉ែ ។ ពក្ៅ ើពនេះនឹង 
មានការមលងជាក្រចាឆំ្ែ សំ្ក្មារ់រយៈព លយ៉ែ ងរចិ្១០ឆ្ែ  ំ អាក្ស័្យពៅតាមលទធភា ស្មក្ស្រននច្នំួនក្រព ើ 
ម លរង្ហក រ់បាន ជាមយួនងិពរលរ ំងននការព វើឲ្យមានក្រព ើយ៉ែ ងរិច្ច្ំននួក្បារំំរន់ពផសងៗរែ ។ រមែវ ិើ 
នឹងក្រូវការៃវកិាស្រុរ ើ១០០,០០០ ពៅ ២០០,០០០  ុលាៃ ររែុងមួយឆ្ែ  ំជាមួយនឹងរនមៃពរើនពេើងរនទ រ់ ើឆ្ែ  ំ
ទើ១០។ រនមៃស្រុរ ៏ពក្ច្ើនពនេះនឹងទទួលបានមរ ើមាច ស់្ជនំួយជាពទៀងទរ់ននរពក្មាងេភិររសក្រព ើរមពុជា រ៉ែុមនត 
េវើម លរួរព វើបាន រឺព ើមបើរពងកើនក្រភ ៃវកិាឲ្យបានពក្ច្ើន អាក្ស័្យពៅនឹងការមស្វងររជំនួយ ើស្របុរស្ជន 
ពផសងៗពៅតាមលទធភា ម លអាច្ព វើពៅបាន។  

ការអភិវឌ្ឍ ៃខិផក្ផក្បផែៃការស ើខវញិ 

 មផនការមលង និងសាត រពេើងក្រព ើវញិ រពងកើរពេើងពោយពក្រើក្បាស់្ ំព ើ រការចូ្លរមួថាែ រ់ជារិ ពមរត 
ក្ស្ុរ  ុនំងិភូម ិ (ពៅរំរន់មលងម លមានអាទិភា )។ វារសាងនូវច្ំព េះ ឹង នងិរទ ិពសា យ៉ែ ងឆ្រ់ 
រហ័ស្ពៅរែុងក្រស្ួងរស្ិរមែរុកាខ  ក្រមាញ់ និងពនសាទ រែុងការក្ររ់ក្រងក្រព ើក្រើទងំពៅរែុងរស្ិោឋ ន និងពៅ 
រែុងនក្  ក្ មទងំរមួរញ្ចូលនូវ ំរូនែ ន និងររ ើ ស្ិរា ើក្រុមេែរជនំញមលង IUCN/SSC-Re-introduction 
Specialist Group និងក្រុមេែរជំនញស្រវក្រព ើIUCN/SSC- Crocodile Specialist Group។ វាជាេនុសាស្ន៍ 
ម លមផនការពនេះនងឹក្រូវព វើការមរមក្រពេើងវញិយូរៗមតង ក្ មទងំព វើរច្ចុរបនែភា  និងព វើឲ្យកាន់មរក្រពស្ើរពេើង 
ពៅរមនៃងណាចាបំាច់្។ 
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 មផនការពនេះពរៀរច្ំពេើង រឺក្ស្រតាមច្ារ់ នងិពរលនពយបាយជារិទងំក្ស្ុង រ៏ ូច្ជាេនុស្ញ្ញា  
េនតរជារិននម រៈ  ូច្ជាមាក្តា៨ ននេនុស្ញ្ញា ស្តើ ើជើវច្ក្មុេះ(CBD)រក្មូវឲ្យក្រពទស្រមពុជា “ពលើររ ំស់្ 
ការសាត រពេើងវញិនូវក្រពភទម លង្ហយទទលួរងនូវការរំរាមរំមហង និងក្រពភទ នទតាមរយៈការរពងកើរនិង 
េនុវរតមផនការ ឬយុទធសាន្រស្តក្ររ់ក្រងពផសងៗ” និងមាក្តា៩េំពវនវឲ្យរមពុជា “ រពន្រញ្ជ ៀរវធិ្លនការស្ក្មារ់សាត រ 
និងព វើឲ្យក្រពស្ើរពេើងវញិនូវក្រពភទទទលួរងនូវការរំរាមរំមហង និង ស្ក្មារ់មលង រួវាពៅរែុ ងទើជក្មរ មែជារិ 
វញិពក្កាមលរខម ឌ ស្មក្ស្រ”។ ពក្កាមេនុស្ញ្ញា ស្តើ ើព ិជជរមែេនតរជារិពលើក្រពភទស្រវ និង រុរខជារិនក្  
ម លរំ ុងទទលួរងពក្រេះថាែ រ់ជិរផុរ ូជ (CITES)រមពុជារ៏មានតារ វរិច្ច ព ើមបើធ្លនថាការព វើព ិជជរមែនូវ 
ក្រពភទស្រវនក្ ររស់្មៃួនក្ស្រតាមលរខម ឌ េនតរជារិផងម រ រមួទងំក្រពភទក្រព ើក្រើពៅរែុងឧរស្មព័នធ១ ម ល 
រំ ុងក្រូវបានព វើការេភិររសពៅរែុង មែជារ។ិ  
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1 Introduction 

Purpose and Rationale of this Plan 

The need for a national Siamese crocodile Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan was first identified by 
the Fisheries Administration (FiA), Forestry Administration (FA), Fauna & Flora International (FFI), and 
other colleagues in the IUCN/SSC Crocodile Specialist Group. The Regional Species Meeting of the 
Crocodile Specialist Group held in April 2011 to discuss the management needs of the Siamese crocodile 
throughout Southeast Asia, called upon Cambodian delegates to “Expand, complete and agree to a 
reintroduction and reinforcement plan for Cambodia” as a matter of urgency18. 

The Siamese crocodile (Crocodylus siamensis) is a species of outstanding cultural and ecological 
importance in Southeast Asia, but is now Critically Endangered and facing extinction in the wild. During 
the past century, this species vanished from almost all parts of its distribution range, including much of 
Cambodia17. Its wild stocks have been reduced to the low hundreds and become severely fragmented88. 
With no more than 10 nests reported annually in the wild in Asia - and no more than five of these in 
Cambodia - Siamese crocodiles are not breeding fast enough to recover without help88. 

Cambodia has the potential to be the leader in conserving this important species. Cambodia still holds 
most of the known wild population in Asia and, unlike neighbouring countries, still has large and relatively 
intact areas of natural habitat. Furthermore, recent efforts to safeguard several wild colonies have 
achieved success. There is now significant crocodile management expertise within Cambodia, especially in 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries45.  

Cambodia has an incredible opportunity to utilise its large captive population to boost its wild stocks. 
The country already has thousands of crocodiles in farms and zoos. It would, however, be irresponsible to 
release captive-bred crocodiles without first weighing up the risks to local communities, to the existing 
wild stocks, and to the crocodiles themselves. Before embarking upon any reintroduction scheme, it is 
good practice to first understand and eliminate, or mitigate, the reasons the species disappeared in the 
first place42. This plan therefore examines the threats and risks, and sets out measures to maximise 
success when returning captive crocodiles to the wild. 

Cambodia has an international responsibility to conserve its biodiversity, including crocodiles. As a Party 
to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), Cambodia has pledged to “Rehabilitate and restore 
degraded ecosystems and promote the recovery of threatened species, inter alia, through the 
development and implementation of plans or other management strategies” (Article 8h) and to “Adopt 
measures for the recovery and rehabilitation of threatened species and for their reintroduction into their 
natural habitats under appropriate conditions” (Article 9a). Under the Convention on International Trade 
in Endangered Species (CITES), Cambodia is also obligated to ensure that internationally traded species, 
including the Appendix I Siamese crocodile, are conserved in the wild. The IUCN/SSC Crocodile Specialist 
Group has pointed out that Cambodia could face an economically damaging CITES trade ban unless it 
demonstrates tangible progress in conserving wild crocodiles. 

It is understood that the Cambodian Government has limited human and financial resources for 
conservation, and the management of species and habitats is frequently constrained by low technical 
capacity, poor infrastructure, low education, corruption, and extreme poverty among the rural human 
population. To be successful, this action plan must be tailored to Cambodia’s own context and capacity. 
Reintroduction models that have succeeded in more developed countries will not necessarily work here. 

The goal and objectives were developed through a series of workshops and consultations in Cambodia 
between 2009 and 2012, and the methods build directly on in-country experience of managing wild and 
captive Siamese crocodiles. This plan also draws heavily on guidelines developed by the IUCN/SSC Re-
introduction Specialist Sroup42 and the lessons learned from previous attempts to reintroduce crocodiles 
in other developing countries. Its content has also been greatly improved by discussions with other 
members of the Crocodile Specialist Group and government and non-governmental experts within 
Cambodia.   
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This plan is primarily intended to be a step-by-step guide for individuals and organisations responsible for 
implementing the reintroduction and reinforcement programme, including FA, FiA, FFI, WCS and 
collaborating organisations, consultants and students. It is also intended to inform other stakeholders, 
including government leaders and funding organisations, about the process including the risks, benefits 
and mitigation measures. Although great effort has been made to ensure this plan is complete, it is a 
working document that should be reviewed and improved as more information and opportunities arise. 

 

Siamese Crocodile – Essential Background Information 

The IUCN recommends that prior to releasing individuals, “detailed studies should be made of the status 
and biology of wild populations to determine the species' critical needs” and “Overall, a firm knowledge of 
the natural history of the species in question is crucial to the entire reintroduction scheme”42. Extensive 
research has already been carried out in Cambodia, the main findings of which are summarized below.  

Status 

The Siamese crocodile (Crocodylus siamensis) is among the most endangered reptiles on the planet, 
internationally recognised as Critically Endangered17. Once common and widespread throughout 
Southeast Asia, including Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam, its 
numbers crashed during the 19th and 20th centuries due to habitat loss, hunting and collection for 
crocodile farms. By the early 1990s, the Siamese crocodile was reported to be effectively extinct in the 
wild109. Fortunately, scattered individuals and a few small breeding groups have since been discovered in 
several countries, especially Cambodia86.  

Historical records suggest this species was common in the Tonle Sap Great Lake and Mekong Rivera, but 
Cambodia’s remaining wild crocodiles are now largely confined to much smaller water bodies in remote 
areas. Since the year 2000, crocodiles have been confirmed in approximately 35 sites on 21 river systems 
in 11 provinces, but many of these sites contain only one or two individuals. No more than 100 adults 
have been identified in field surveys nationwide, and we estimate that the total population could 
comprise between 100 and 250 adults88, plus a similar or larger number of immature individuals.  

Among the most important known sites in Cambodia are Veal Veng Marsh (Pursat Province) and the 
following rivers: the upper Areng, Kampong Saom (Sre Ambel), Kep, Koi, Pursat, Sekong, and Srepok. Veal 
Veng Marsh and the Areng River, both in State Forestlands in the Cardamom Mountains, hold the largest 
known colonies in Cambodia and each produces between one and three nests annually. Nests have been 
found 10 sites nationwide since 2001, but the number of active breeding sites is falling91 and no longer 
enough to maintain the wild population. Fewer than five nests are reliably reported nationwide annually. 

                                                             

a Some historical records may have confused this species with the saltwater or estuarine crocodile Crocodylus 
porosus, which is superficially similar in appearance and might have occupied the Tonle Sap in the past. This species 
is now extremely rare in Cambodia, and all recent reports have been confined to coastal areas. 
 

Box 1. Definition of terms used by the IUCN/SSC Re-introduction Specialist Group 

 Introduction: an attempt to establish a species outside its native distribution range.  

 Reintroduction: An attempt to establish a species in an area that was once part of its historical 
range, but from which it has been extirpated or become extinct. 

 Translocation: The deliberate movement of wild individuals from one part of their range to 
another. 

 Reinforcement (Supplementation): Addition of individuals to an existing population of the same 
species.  
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 FIGURE 1 – MAP SHOWING THE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF SIAMESE CROCODILES IN CAMBODIA 
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Taxonomy 

The Siamese crocodile is a member of the Order Crocodylia, Family Crocodylidae. No subspecies or races 
of the Siamese crocodile have been described. Siamese crocodiles appear to show some variation in 
colour and body shape in Cambodia, but it is not known whether this has a genetic basis and/or reflects 
important adaptations to local environments. Only limited information is available on this species’ 
genetics40, but as a general precaution, it may be wise to avoid mixing crocodiles from different regions.  

In captivity, Siamese crocodiles have been hybridised with Cuban crocodiles Crocodylus rhombifer and 
saltwater crocodiles Crocodylus porosus multiple times11,108. The hybrid offspring are fertile and their 
descendants may look very similar to pure-bred Siamese crocodiles. Genetic markers have been 
developed to distinguish such hybrids from pure-bred C. siamensis36,118. Hybrids are widespread in 
Cambodian crocodile farms, but it is not known whether any of these have escaped or been released into 
the wild.  

Ecology 

All crocodiles are capable of growing throughout their lives. Adult male Siamese crocodiles can attain a 
total length of 3.5 metres, exceptionally 4 metres94. Females are typically smaller, at less than 2.7 metres 
long86.  

Siamese crocodiles inhabit a wide range of freshwater ecosystems, including slow-moving rivers 
(especially the deep-water sections, called ‘anlong’ in Khmer language), ponds, lakes and marshes4,31. The 
smallest water body found to contain at least one adult crocodile throughout the year was less than one 
hectare121. This species favours water bodies with banks that are gently sloping and offer a mixture of 
open and heavily shaded areas. In southern Cambodia, Siamese crocodiles have recorded up to 600 
metres above sea level30, but this is primarily a lowland species: the cooler uplands are probably 
associated with slower growth and reproduction. Adult Siamese crocodiles sometimes use burrows in the 
banks of rivers or lakes, with up to five individuals sharing a single burrow93.  

Radiotelemetry studies have revealed that adult Siamese crocodiles occupy well defined, overlapping 
home ranges93. On rivers, these may extend up to 25 km during the rainy season, but most individuals 
have much smaller home ranges, remaining within a short (2-3 kilometres) section of the river. This 
suggests this species is unlikely to re-colonise vacant areas without human intervention. The movements 
of juveniles above the age of two years have not been studied yet, and it is possible that these may 
disperse considerable distances from their birthplace41,50. A study of American crocodiles C. acutus 
reported hatchlings traveling up to 2 km per day72, while saltwater crocodiles C. porosus between the 
ages of two and six years typically travel many tens of kilometres from their nest site, with young males 
tending to travel further than their female counterparts112.  

In Cambodia, nesting commences towards the end of the dry season, between February and April. The 
female constructs a large mound nest on floating vegetation mats or, more commonly, beneath trees on 
the banks of lakes or rivers. Females have been observed re-using the same nesting sites in multiple 
years92. Around 20-30 eggs are laid in the nest4,20,14,54,67,89 (larger clutch sizes have been recorded only in 
captivity119) and the female typically remains close to the nest throughout the 70-80 day incubation. In 
Cambodia, approximately three out of every five nests is destroyed by flooding or predators. Hatchlings 
emerge during the rainy season and may remain as a group near their mother for more than a year121. In 
captivity, both parents have been observed to vigorously defend their nest and young when threatened 
by humans120. In the experience of researchers in Cambodia, however, wild adults immediately retreat 
from view when approached and remain hidden even when their eggs are handled or their offspring make 
alarm calls.  

Siamese crocodiles are a rather sociable species, and even though individuals appear to use fixed home 
ranges, no territorial fighting has been reported in the wild. Colonies typically contain a mixture of age 
groups and genders, and it is not unusual to see multiple individuals within a few metres of one another. 
Cambodia’s largest colony, in Veal Veng Marsh, is estimated to contain 40-50 individuals, and it is 
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probable that larger water bodies could potentially support hundreds of individuals. Unlike certain other 
species of crocodiles, there appears to be no evidence of cannibalism. 

Siamese crocodiles feed on a very wide variety of prey, including crabs and other large invertebrates, fish, 
frogs, snakes and other reptiles, birds and mammals, including carrion1,30. An analysis of 139 faecal 
samples in Southwest Cambodia found 28.8% contained snake scales and 43.9% fish31. The largest 
documented prey is adult wild boar Sus scrofa20,31. Wild boar in turn prey on the eggs of crocodiles, and 
crocodile nests are also susceptible to predation by monitor lizards (Varanus spp.). Adult Siamese 
crocodiles have no known natural predators, but juveniles may be easily attacked by monitor lizards, large 
snakes, storks and other large wetland predators. Natural mortality rates are uncertain but a study of 23 
Siamese crocodile hatchlings in a well-protected lake in the Areng valley in 2007 found only five (21.7%) 
remaining one year later87. Low rates of hatchling survival are not unusual in crocodiles, with some 
studies having reported fewer than 2% of hatchlings surviving their first year41.  

How Siamese crocodiles interact with other wetland predators is poorly understood. There is anecdotal 
evidence from Cambodia that otters are more abundant in areas from which crocodiles have been 
depleted.  

No information is available on diseases in the Siamese crocodile in the wild.  

Interactions with humans 

During more than 10 years of research in Cambodia, including over 1,600  interviews nationwide, there is 
no record of wild Siamese crocodiles preying upon or otherwise attacking a human16. Both in Cambodia 
and Laos, communities that have lived in areas with Siamese crocodiles for generations continue to wash, 
fish and swim in the same locations without apparent fear of injury3,31.  

It is noteworthy that most of the largest remaining colonies in Cambodia today are adjacent to the 
settlements of indigenous peoples, who traditionally revere crocodiles31. This suggests these colonies 
benefitted from human protection when crocodiles elsewhere were hunted or persecuted. Members of 
certain ethnic minority groups, including the ‘Por’ people of the Cardamom Mountains, believe that 
crocodiles bring good luck and, conversely, that the crocodiles’ demise would bring terrible misfortune on 
their communities.  

Serious conflicts can arise, however, when crocodiles break fishing nets and other equipment, or prey on 
hunting dogs and small livestock16. There have been multiple reports in Cambodia of crocodiles being 
killed in retaliation for killing dogs. Like most wild animals, crocodiles will also bite in self-defence when 
trapped, and some people have reportedly been bitten while attempting to catch crocodiles or 
disentangle them from fishing nets.  

Current management of wild crocodiles 

Reports published in the early 1990s suggested that Siamese crocodiles may still be widespread in 
Cambodia59, but large parts of the countryside were inaccessible to scientists at that time. It was not until 
the late 1990s that nationwide field surveys and field-based conservation actions began in earnest.  

In recent years, a number of national and international organisations have invested effort in finding and 
protecting Cambodia’s remaining Siamese crocodiles. The presence of Siamese crocodiles in the 
Cardamom Mountains was first confirmed in 2000 by the Forestry Administration (FA) and Fauna & Flora 
International (FFI), who promptly formed the Cambodian Crocodile Conservation Programme (CCCP). This 
programme has maintained at least five permanent staff (most FA), together with 20 community wardens 
and additional advisers and consultants to study and conserve Siamese crocodiles. Using survey methods 
designed to detect even solitary individuals, the CCCP has conducted systematic status assessments in 
almost all of the country’s major waterways9,20-31,91,99 and provided training and materials to enable other 
individuals and organisations to detect and monitor this species86. Three of the most important sites 
discovered by the CCCP – Veal Veng Marsh, the upper Areng River, the Kampong Saom (upper Sre Ambel) 
River – are now the focus of community-based conservation schemes that have created crocodile 
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sanctuaries, raised the living standards of local people, and demonstrably reduced habitat loss and 
poaching25,32,33,59,90,92,98,99. With reference to the present plan, the CCCP has also conducted original 
research on the behaviour and ecological needs of Siamese crocodile24,30, raised awareness of Cambodia’s 
Siamese crocodiles locally, nationally and internationally, evaluated a number of potential release sites, 
identified captive stock suitable for breeding and release, and developed and tested methods to protect 
wild crocodiles and their habitats in Cambodia28.  

Targeted surveys of Siamese crocodiles have also been conducted by researchers from the Fisheries 
Administration (FiA), Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), IUCN and other organisations5,67,68,107. During 
the 2000s, WCS and FiA collaborated on a nest protection project near Sre Ambel and conducted a 
radiotelemetry study of Siamese crocodiles released in the Tonle Sap Great Lake. The FiA has a specific 
responsibility for crocodiles in Cambodia, and has established a Crocodile Conservation office. More 
information on its work can be found in FiA updates to the IUCN/SSC Crocodile Specialist Group. 

Additional important records of crocodiles been obtained during biodiversity surveys and enforcement 
operations by many other agencies, including Conservation International (CI), Frontier, Ministry of 
Environment (MoE), Wildlife Alliance (WA – which previously operated in Cambodia under the name of 
WildAid) and World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). CI, working in partnership with FA, has also invested 
substantial resources into strengthening the protection of Siamese crocodiles in the Central Cardamom 
Mountains, notably the upper Areng valley. Other organisations, including MoE, WWF, and WA, are now 
usefully taking Siamese crocodiles into account when developing patrolling and protection programmes in 
the field. 

Threats to Cambodia’s crocodiles 

Poaching - Illegal trade continues to be a threat to Cambodia’s crocodiles, with wild adults fetching up to 
US$1,000. At least 61 wild crocodiles were illegally captured in Cambodia between January 2001 and 
March 200429, more than 10% of the estimated wild population at that time. This rate has fallen – only 
three individuals were reported as killed or removed alive in 201098 – but could resume at any time, 
driven by the ongoing global demand for Siamese crocodile meat and leather. A contributing factor to 
illegal trade is that Cambodia has many hundreds of crocodile farms that are permitted to rear Siamese 
crocodiles, and there is little to prevent farmers from purchasing and laundering wild-caught crocodiles45. 
Illegal cross-border trafficking is also ongoing, despite this species being on CITES Appendix I. However, it 
is obvious that most of the many tens of thousands of crocodiles exported from Cambodia in recent years 
were captive-bred, because they far exceeded the number of crocodiles in the wild.   

Drowning and injuries inflicted by fishing gear - Fishing takes place in most waterways across Cambodia. 
Even in protected area zones that prohibit the collection of wild animals, fishers are typically at liberty to 
catch fish, frogs and other small aquatic animals. Indeed, fishing is an essential subsistence and economic 
activity for many rural Cambodians. Crocodiles are at risk from a variety of fishing practices. The most 
destructive methods, such as electrofishing and the use of explosives or poisons, are banned by law, but 
continue in some areas. Gill nets and hooks, which are lawfully used in most areas, can drown even large 
crocodiles, and many deaths have been reported and confirmed29,87,99. The transition by most fishers to 
using modern nylon nets and lines, instead of natural fibres, makes it harder for crocodiles to break free, 
and has enabled fishers to leave their equipment in the water for longer than they did in the past. 

Habitat loss and degradation - The loss and conversion of wetlands and adjoining habitats for rice 
farming and other forms of agriculture is ongoing. Besides subsistence-level farming, economic land 
concessions have been awarded that could lead to substantial areas being converted to rubber, oil palm, 
banana and other enterprises. Protected areas are no exception to this threat: between 1 February and 1 
April 2011, 1,100 square kilometres in 10 environmental protected areas in Cambodia were granted to 
private companies. For Siamese crocodiles, of greatest concern is the large number of hydrodams planned 
or proposed, both within Cambodia and in neighbouring countries upstream. This has already resulted in 
some waterways becoming uninhabitable for crocodiles (for example, the Steung Atay on the border 
between Pursat and Koh Kong Provinces) and will constrain the choice of areas suitable for 
reintroduction. Importantly, such developments are not only associated with habitat loss, but are 
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associated with new roads, in-migration of workers, and other changes that can make wildlife more 
vulnerable to illegal activities. In 2011, for example, Forestry Administration rangers found a young wild-
caught Siamese crocodile in the possession of Chinese builders of the Steung Atay dam. 

Hybridization with other species of crocodiles  – On crocodile farms and zoos throughout Cambodia and 
elsewhere in the region, captive Siamese crocodiles have been hybridized with two other species of 
crocodiles, the Cuban crocodile (C. rhombifer) and saltwater or estuarine crocodile (C. porosus), on 
multiple occasions11,45,108. Hybrid offspring are fully fertile (they are capable of breeding with one another 
or with other species) and tend to grow larger and may behave more aggressively than pure-bred C. 
siamensis. The number of farms containing hybrids is unknown, but a recent genetic study in Phnom 
Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre found 49% of individuals were hybrids (most of the Centre’s stock were 
derived from farms in Cambodia)97. It is not known whether any hybrids have been released or escaped 
into the wild, but they pose a clear danger to the genetic integrity of the Siamese crocodile and appear to 
be more likely to attack people and other crocodiles. In posing a greater danger to humans, hybrids could 
also seriously harm public perceptions of crocodiles in Cambodia. Unfortunately, hybrids may look similar 
in appearance to pure-bred Siamese crocodiles, and the only reliable way to identify them is using genetic 
analysis. Currently, these tests are expensive and can only be conducted overseas36,118.  

Risks associated with small and fragmented populations – Cambodia’s wild crocodiles are scattered 
across approximately 30 different waterways (Figure 1), but the total population numbers in the very low 
hundreds (not including hatchlings and juveniles). Few waterways are known to contain breeding adults 
and radiotelemetry studies in the Cardamom Mountains suggest that Siamese crocodiles are so sedentary 
that even animals from different sections of the same river might never meet and breed89. Low numbers 
and high levels of fragmentation makes these crocodiles intuitively vulnerable to local extinctions due to 
natural disasters and other stochastic (chance) hazards and loss of genetic diversity (linked to such 
problems are lower fertility and reduced resistance to disease). Isolated crocodiles could potentially live 
for decades without having the opportunity to breed before they die.  

Previous Reintroductions of Crocodiles 

The IUCN recommends “thorough research into previous reintroductions of the same or similar species… 
should be conducted prior to and while developing reintroduction protocol”42. This section summarises a 
few of the previous crocodile reintroductions and the lessons we can draw from these. 

Siamese crocodiles 

In Vietnam, Siamese crocodiles were reintroduced to Cat Tien National Park in 2001-2004 by releasing 60 
adult and sub-adult crocodiles from a crocodile farm57,69. Some lessons we can learn from this include:  

 Genetic analyses are essential to verify that the farm-bred crocodiles are not hybrids. Farmers 
should not be relied upon to identify pure-bred stock. 

 Captive-bred sub-adult Siamese crocodiles are capable of surviving and breeding in the wild 
without special prior training;  

 The release of a relatively small number of sub-adult crocodiles is an effective strategy for 
boosting wild populations;  

 Reintroduced crocodiles can become a tourist attraction.  

Although the Cat Tien project has been successful in re-establishing a breeding population (the first nest 
was reported in 2005), many individuals disappeared after being released. It was inferred that some of 
the animals dispersed downstream out of the protected area and were poached by people.  

In Thailand, Pang Sida National Park is the focus of a reintroduction project, which began with the release 
of 20 captive-bred juveniles in 2005 and 2006105. The crocodiles were checked by a veterinarian and 
housed within the park for three months before being released. Survival in the first year was at least 20%. 
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While it is too early to know whether these released crocodiles will give rise to a viable breeding 
population, lessons identified by the project implementers include:  

 It is important to engage support from local communities. 

 Local rangers must acquire knowledge and skills in crocodile biology and handling.  

Siamese crocodile reintroductions to other parts of Thailand are currently being considered. 

Other related species 

There has been many dozens of programmes involving the release of captive-bred or headstarted 
crocodilians into the wild, many of them driven by reintroduction or reinforcement goals84. 

In the Philippines, for example, young captive-bred Philippine crocodiles Crocodylus mindorensis have 
been released into “semi-wild conditions” on Mindanao and in the wild in Luzon’s Northern Sierra Madre 
Natural Park116. Head-started juvenile crocodiles have also been released into the wild in San Mariano on 
Luzon since 2005 to reinforce the small population there117. While it is too soon to determine whether the 
released animals will form a viable breeding colony, lessons identified by the project team include:  

 The longer that crocodiles have been extirpated from an area, the harder it is to gain public 
acceptance of their reintroduction;  

 This reintroduction/ reinforcement programme benefitted from building on the team’s previous 
experiences and achievements of managing an in situ conservation programme;  

 Captive rearing crocodiles that have been collected as hatchlings from wild nests is easier and 
cheaper than constructing facilities to house and breed adults;  

 Juveniles should ideally not be released at less than 18 months of age, because smaller juveniles 
are vulnerable to many predators;  

 Even crocodiles that have lived in captivity for many years can adapt to wild conditions. 

This project invested heavily in raising local awareness, building local capacity, and designating crocodile 
sanctuaries. 

In India, 1,193 captive-bred mugger crocodiles Crocodylus palustris were released into 28 national parks, 
wildlife preserves, and crocodile sanctuaries between 1978 and 199243, and this species is now relatively 
secure in the wild. While very successful in conservation terms, this programme has highlighted two 
problems:- 

 It is unwise to breed too many animals in captivity before suitable release sites are identified. As 
this programme ran out of wild sites to release crocodiles, many thousands accumulated in 
breeding centres, at great expense.  

 In parts of India that have become densely populated by people, human-crocodile conflict has 
become a serious problem for local communities and hence wildlife authorities44. Release sites 
should ideally be in remote areas with few or no human occupants. 

In Venezuela, thousands of headstarted Orinoco crocodiles Crocodylus intermedius have been released 
into the wild. A one year radiotelemetry study of eight released crocodiles (between 1.0 and 1.4 metres 
total length) found that the animals moved up to 11.6 km upstream after being released, but after an 
initial period of dispersal, they became more sedentary. The main lessons learned from this project are:  

 Post-release monitoring is important for evaluating project success 

 Crocodiles cannot be expected to remain within the chosen release sites.  
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2 Goal and Objectives 

Goal of the Siamese Crocodile Reintroduction and Reinforcement Programme (RRP) 

To establish a fully viable wild population of at least 10,000 Siamese crocodiles for the 
benefit of this species, its environment and the people of Cambodia 

Justification: 

Small populations are vulnerable to extinction. Even when protected against human threats, small 
populations often die out due to genetic inbreeding, natural disasters and other stochastic (chance) 
events. According to an analysis of a wide range of species, wildlife populations need, on average, 4,169 
individuals to have a 99% probability of surviving another 40 generations111. This is a median estimate, 
and for some species the minimum viable size is considerably higher.  

The proposed target of at least 10,000 individuals should be ample to ensure the species’ long term 
survival and, if spread across multiple sites, would also contribute significant benefits (Box 2).  

 

The following objectives and activities are proposed to achieve this long-term Goal. They draw on the 
extensive work that has already been carried out within Cambodia by the Forestry Administration, 
Fisheries Administration and their partners, and, in particular, the lessons learned from establishing three 
community-managed crocodile sanctuaries.  

The activities below are intended to be guidelines, and not all of them will be applicable to every site.  

Objective 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT: An effective management structure 
established and equipped to implement the Reintroduction and Reinforcement 
Plan  

The IUCN42 regards reintroductions as generally long-term projects that require long-term financial and 
political support. Reintroductions must take place with the full involvement of all relevant government 
agencies of the host country. They require a multidisciplinary team that has access to expert technical 
advice for all phases of the programme, and adequate funding must be secured for all phases. Professional 
training of individuals involved in the long-term programme is also warranted. 

Key activities: 

1.a. Establish a multi-agency National Crocodile Conservation Network with the mandate to lead the 
RRP. This group should include representatives from organisations with a vested interest in 
conserving Siamese crocodiles. The roles and responsibilities of the member organisations will be 
clarified and agreed through a Memorandum of Agreement, but could include: Publicising the RRP 
among all stakeholders; Leading a constant process of review to update the RRP Plan, work plan and 
budgets; Maintaining relationships with advisers and collaborating organizations; Developing funding 

Box 2. The benefits of reintroducing Siamese crocodiles: a keystone species  

 Control predatory fish, snakes and other animals.    

 Clean up animal carcasses in and adjacent to waterways. 

 Prevent ponds and lakes from silting up and drying out. Keep waterways open. 

 Sacred animal in Buddhism, animism and other Cambodian cultural beliefs and traditions. 

 Attract overseas funding to generate new jobs, education and training opportunities. 

 A tourist attraction.  
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proposals; Political lobbying and consultations; and Reporting back to the Crocodile Specialist Group 
on a regular basis. It is important that members maintain close communication and meet regularly. 
Different members of the Networkb may take responsibility for leading different components of the 
plan. 

1.b. Form a wider network of organisations and individuals to provide expert advice and assistance. The 
Siamese crocodile RRP is a diverse programme that would benefit from advice, training and other 
forms of assistance from other individuals and organisations in Cambodia and overseas. For example, 
improved methods for crocodile captive breeding and wetland management may be learned from 
other IUCN/SSC specialist groups, other NGOs and government agencies. This wider body of voluntary 
technical advisers may be formalised into a ‘Project Advisory Committee’, whose composition may 
change over time.  

1.c. Develop annual or biennial operational plans and budgets. While this document provides an overall 
framework, work plan and budget, more detailed plans are necessary to efficiently guide the 
activities, costs and staffing requirements on a monthly basis. The annual work plans and budgets of 
the Cambodian Crocodile Conservation Programme could serve as templates for these.  

1.d. Raise funds to conduct all components of this programme. This programme will require a diverse 
funding base and a continuous fundraising campaign. Annual costs may vary, but at least US$1 million 
will be required for at least the first 10 years (Annex 1). Priority should be given to engaging with 
sponsors that can commit to multi-year support. While the Royal Government of Cambodia has 
limited funds of its own for conservation, it can assist in securing certain bilateral or multilateral 
grants. Note that fundraising for the RRP should complement, not compete with, funding to conserve 
the existing crocodile colonies in Cambodia (see Risk No. 5).c  

1.e. Recruit, train and equip personnel to implement each component of the plan. In addition to the 
Network members, this programme will require a substantial number of personnel to implement 
activities on the ground. These include community wardens, protected area rangers and/or military 
police (to protect and monitor release sites), biologists, teachers, fundraisers and zookeepers. Most 
personnel will require project salaries or stipends, but some may be voluntary or fully subsidized by 
other organisations. All posts should have a contract, a clear terms of reference, and health and 
accident insurance. For every person, vocational training, equipment and other needs will be assessed 
and provided according to their role. Training may be provided by  Network members (1.a), project 
advisers (1.b) or consultants. Network personnel themselves should also seek external training or 
mentoring to advance their skills and knowledge to direct this programme successfully: study visits to 
other crocodile captive breeding and reintroduction programmes in other countries (e.g. the Madras 
Crocodile Bank in India, the Mabuwaya Foundation in the Philippines) could be highly instructive. 

1.f. Produce project progress reports. The Network will produce a technical report at least once a year to 
document project activities and achievements. Annual reports should also record total income and 
expenditure. Additional reports may also be required by the participating organisations and their 
donors.   

                                                             

b The National Crocodile Conservation Network was initated in July 2011 by a small group of staff from the 
headquarters of the Fisheries Administration, Forestry Administration and Fauna & Flora International’s Cambodia 
Programme (the organisations that led the development of the present plan). Additional organisations will be 
encouraged to join as the reintroduction and reinforcement programme grows.   

c A notable example is the breeding colony of Siamese crocodiles in Veal Veng Marsh (Ou Saom Commune, Pursat 
Province). Conserving existing colonies like this should take priority over establishing new colonies elsewhere.  
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Objective 2 – SITE SELECTION: Wetlands short-listed for reintroduction or 
reinforcement 

The IUCN42 recommends reintroductions take place only where the habitat requirements of the species are 
satisfied, and likely to be sustained for the foreseeable future. The area should have sufficient carrying 
capacity to sustain growth of the new population and support a viable (self-sustaining) population in the 
long run. Previous causes of decline should be identified and eliminated or reduced.  

Note that the steps below should develop in parallel with other objectives, notably Objective 1, Objective 
3 and Objective 4.  

Key activities: 

2.a. Develop a draft list of potential sites for reintroduction or reinforcementd. In the first stage, potential 
RRP areas within Cambodia could be identified on the basis of topographic maps, satellite images and 
existing survey data. Field surveys must be conducted to assess site suitability against the criteria 
shown in Box 4. Every site should be visited during the late dry season (February-March) and again 
during the peak rainy season (July-September) to determine whether it will satisfy these criteria year-
round. Sites that lack the essential characteristics should be rejected. 

                                                             

d A preliminary list of possible reintroduction and reinforcement sites is shown in Annex III. 

Box 3. Recommended management structure for implementing the RRP† 

Captive breeding facilities

Phnom Tamao
Wildlife Rescue 
Centre

Cambodian 
Crocodile 
Farmers 
Association

Re-introduction and 
Reinforcement Sites

Site A Site B Site C

Managers
Keepers
Veterinarians
Food suppliers
Transporters

For Each Site:
Site Manager or Coordinator
Protection rangers 
Community wardens
Field biologists
Teachers/ extension officers
Legal advisers
Commune Council
District and Provincial Govt
Other stakeholders

Management 
and 

Administration

Managers
Keepers
Veterinarians
Food suppliers
Transporters

&c

Project Managers
Accountant
Fundraiser
Translators
GIS expert
Media expert

Project 
Advisory 

Committee

Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries

• Fisheries Administration
• Forestry Administration

International  NGOs
• Fauna & Flora International
• Wildlife Conservation Society
• Others to be determined

National Crocodile Conservation Network

 
†  The structure can be adapted as needs and opportunities arise, and some individuals will have multiple roles. 

Additional government ministries will likely need to be consulted on site-based planning and management issues, e.g. 
Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Industry, Mines and Energy, Ministry of Water Resources and 
Meteorology. 
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2.b. Estimate the crocodile carrying capacity of each site, based on habitat area and quality. Based on 
data from the Cardamom Mountains, one hectare of marsh or lake edge, or a 500 metre length of 
river, can support 1-2 adults, 2-4 subadults and 10-20 juveniles. Densities will vary, depending on the 
quality of habitat. Unless there are no alternatives, sites should be rejected if they are too small to 
sustain at least 100 adults and subadults. 

2.c. For each site, perform a stakeholder analysis and begin preliminary consultations with 
stakeholders. For every shortlisted site, identify individuals or groups that use the area in any way 
and/or are responsible for its governance and management. These may include inter alia villagers, 
fishers, migrant workers, protected area rangers, MAFF and MoE officers, district government, 
provincial government, and national and international NGOs. In border areas, where animals might 
naturally move between countries, the stakeholders will include the relevant authorities and other 

Box 4. Criteria for Siamese crocodile reintroduction and reinforcement sites 

Essential characteristics 

 Situated within the species’ natural distribution range  

 Not more than 600 metres above sea level 

 Large enough to support at least 100 adults and subadults† 

 At least some parts of the waterbody retain not less than 1.5 metres depth of water all year 

 Waterbody is surrounded by natural vegetation 

 Diversity of prey, including snakes, fish and small mammals 

 Ponds or other stagnant areas suitable as nursery areas for hatchling crocodiles (These could be 
constructed artificially) 

 Low or zero fishing by people, especially in the prospective nursery areas 

 Not downstream of any known or likely hydropower dam developments 

 No (reintroduction) or very few (reinforcement) Siamese crocodiles remain 

Preferred characteristics 

 Less than 300 metres above sea level 

 Large enough to support several thousand adults and subadults 

 A lake, marsh or large river with adjoining oxbow lakes 

 Located within a permanent protection area  

 Remote from human settlements and roads 

 Waterways with gentle, sandy banks 

 Close to other existing or proposed Siamese crocodile colonies, to facilitate gene flow 

 Not within the known or expected range of saltwater crocodiles Crocodylus porosus 

 Evidence that the site historically contained a large breeding population of Siamese crocodiles 

 Watershed is contained within Cambodia; the crocodiles are unlikely to cross the national border 

†  As a rule of thumb, a breeding colony of Siamese crocodiles requires 100 hectares of open water or 10 kilometres of 
river. A genetically viable population requires several thousand individuals, but not all of them need to inhabit the 
same site as long as there is occasional gene flow between them. Gene flow can be artificially maintained by moving a 
small number of animals or eggs between sites every few generations. 
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people in Thailand, Laos or Vietnam as appropriate. The Network will meet with stakeholders, 
formally or informally, to understand how the area is used, gauge their attitudes towards crocodiles, 
and identify those who may oppose or support crocodile reintroduction/ reinforcement. If one or 
more communities occupy the area, a Participatory Rural Appraisal is highly recommended (Activity 
3.a). During these preliminary consultations, older residents can be questioned on the history of the 
area, whether it used to contain many crocodiles, and the reason(s) for their decline or 
disappearance.  

2.d. For every site, conduct a thorough threat analysis. For every shortlisted site, consult stakeholders at 
local, district, provincial and national levels to determine whether there are current or likely future 
threats or changes in the area, including heavy or destructive forms of fishing, commercial wildlife 
poaching and habitat degradation, and the likelihood of conflict with humans or livestock. This 
analysis should take into account national development plans and proposals for hydropower dams or 
major economic concessions. Sites with serious and intractable threats will be rejected. 

2.e.  Prepare descriptions of every site, with maps and photographs. Including its geography, history, 
political boundaries, current governance, local people and other stakeholders, habitats, wildlife, 
current threats and information on its past and present crocodile population. There should be a 
summary of every site in Khmer language to support discussions with stakeholders and decision-
makers. 

Objective 3 – STAKEHOLDERS: Approval and co-operation secured from 
stakeholders 

The IUCN42 recommends that local people should be involved in the reintroduction programme where 
possible. Understanding the attitudes of local people to the proposed project is necessary. The programme 
should be fully understood, accepted and supported by local communities to ensure long term protection, 
especially if the species declined due to human factors (e.g. over-hunting, over-collection, loss or alteration 
of habitat). If the species poses potential risk to life or property, these risks should be minimised.  

MAFF has the authority to move wild animals and release them onto state land, but the willing consent of 
all local stakeholders - including resident villages (if present), the commune council and district and 
provincial government - will increase the chance of the animals surviving and thriving. Unless the 
reintroduction takes place in very remote, uninhabited areas, the cooperation of local people is crucial to 
protect the crocodiles from persecution, poachers, fishing nets, habitat loss and other human threats.  

MAFF and its partners have gained invaluable experience from the participatory establishment of 
community co-managed crocodile sanctuaries in Southwest Cambodia, where villagers are employed as 
wardens and receive practical support to gain land tenure and improve their livelihoods. In rural 
Cambodia, however, the rights and interests of different stakeholders are often unclear, overlapping and 
even conflicting. Furthermore, most people are nervous of crocodiles and know very little about them. 
Gaining the trust and informed consent of people, especially local residents, is one of the most challenging 
aspects of this programme.   

Note: Activity 2.b (Conduct a stakeholder analysis and preliminary consultations) should precede the 
following steps to identify the local actors that have an impact or influence over the site area, and assess 
their initial attitudes towards crocodiles. Many of the steps below are unnecessary for sites that are not 
occupied or used by people. 

Key activities: 

3.a. Conduct Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRAs) of every local community. The use of a simple, rapid 
PRA will aid understanding of local livelihoods and, equally importantly, help to build relationships 
between local residents and the project team. Numerous PRAs have been conducted in Cambodia 
and appropriate methods have been developed and tested6,62. For the purposes of the RRP, particular 
attention should be paid to the history, size and composition of every community, their current use of 
wetlands and adjoining land areas, fisheries, and their attitudes towards crocodiles. The project team 
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should also endeavour to understand how the activities of local people may affect crocodiles, and 
vice versa. Box 5 indicates some general characteristics to look for in local communities, which will 
favour local cooperation in developing conservation programmes.  

 

3.b. Deliver a tailored education and outreach campaign to strengthen local understanding of crocodiles 
and the importance of maintaining natural wetlands. Beginning with an assessment of current 
knowledge and attitudes of men, women and children, identify gaps, concerns or misconceptions that 
need to be addressed with an education or awareness campaign. Standard messages may include 
how crocodiles live, how to avoid crocodile conflict (e.g. how to recognised and avoid a nest), and the 
laws that protect crocodiles and govern the management of wetlands. Buddhist, animist and other 
beliefs that urge respect for crocodiles may also be actively promoted, as appropriate to the 
community’s religion(s). Education may take different forms in different areas, and will likely need to 
continue even after the first crocodiles have been released.  

3.c. With each group of stakeholders, discuss the potential impacts, costs and benefits of re-
establishing/ increasing the local crocodile population. These may change over time, as the 
crocodiles mature and increase in number, and as the community itself grows and changes. Impacts 
and costs may include damage to fishing gear, predation on dogs and livestock, and reduced access to 
areas allocated to crocodiles. Potential benefits may include jobs to monitor and protect crocodiles 
and access to development support. It is important not to build up unrealistic expectations, nor to 
ignore genuine concerns local people may have about crocodiles. Study tours to other villages near 
crocodile wetlands (e.g. Ou Saom Commune, Veal Veng District, Pursat Province) could help people to 
dispel myths and understand the real risks and benefits.  

3.d. Where appropriate, design and deliver measures to enhance the livelihoods of local communities. 
The PRA (Activity 3.a) and other consultations might reveal needs that MAFF and its partners could 
help to meet, e.g. securing land tenure, establishing a community forest, or providing access to 
fisheries or agriculture expertise. Well considered assistance could go a long way towards building 
relationships and goodwill, and could usefully compensate the community for possible restrictions or 
conflicts in crocodile areas34.   

3.e. Actively encourage and enable stakeholders to participate in the RRP. See Objective 4 below.  

3.f. Obtain the written, informed consent of local communities, local government and other key 
stakeholders before proceeding with a release. Even though national government permission usually 
take precedence, it is prudent to ensure the local authorities understand the programme and give 
their consent before proceeding any further. The consent of local people and businesses is especially 
necessary if the reintroduction/ reinforcement site is on land lawfully owned or used by them.  Local 

Box 5. Community characteristics that facilitate crocodile conservation 

 Residents have previous experience of living in areas with crocodiles 

 The number of households is small, and there is no or very little in-migration 

 Community is united under respected leadership 

 Most families have lived in this area for generations 

 No or few households are heavily dependent on fishing and/or have multiple fishing sites available 

 Religious beliefs against harming crocodiles or wetlands  

 Livelihoods reasonably stable and secure. Most households have sufficient food and can afford the 
basic necessities 

 Recognised tenure of lands and resources; no other groups claiming or exploiting the same area 

 The crocodile programme could realistically bring noticeable economic or other benefits 
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signatories should include the official village leaders and commune council(s), but care should be 
taken to ensure the majority of residents genuinely agree to the release.  

Objective 4 – SITE MANAGEMENT: Suitable reintroduction and reinforcement sites 
are secured and managed 

The IUCN42 recommends every reintroduction area should have long-term protection. Habitat protection 
and, where necessary, habitat restoration, should continue during and after release. 

Most of the reintroduction and reinforcement sites currently under consideration are inside a Forestry 
Administration protection forest, Ministry of Environment or Fisheries Administration protected area, but 
some zones within these areas are more strictly protected than others. While this programme should 
select sites that are unlikely to be affected by hydrodam developments or other threats (Objective 2), it 
would be prudent to secure the strongest possible level of protection.  

Protection does not necessarily mean the area must become off-limits to people. On the contrary, some 
of the best crocodile sites in Cambodia have been used by local people for millennia. However, human 
uses must be sustainable and should not endanger the crocodiles and their habitat.  

4.a. For every RRP site in turn, identify the areas that require management and protection. Ideally, all of 
the wetland and adjoining terrestrial areas that the crocodiles are likely to use should be managed 
and formally protected, as well as linkages or corridors between them (bearing in mind the 
population may not necessarily remain within the release site). As a rule of thumb, a breeding colony 
of Siamese crocodiles requires at least 100 hectares of open water or 10 kilometres of river to be 
safeguarded, including all known or expected breeding and nursery areas. The protected zone should 
extend for a minimum of 50 metres either side of river or pond banks at their maximum, rainy season 
level and extend upstream to include as much of the watershed as possible (because pollution or 
deforestation here could have negative impacts on the RRP site downstream). If any parts of the site 
have already been degraded, the Network may consider how they can be restored or substituted. 

4.b. If local communities are present, use participatory methods to identify management zones and 
develop locally-agreed regulations. If local people live near or use the wetland, Participatory Land 
Use Planning73, or PLUP, will be used to resolve and negotiate which areas can be conserved for 
crocodiles and which areas can be subjected to more intensive use or development. Habitats suitable 
for crocodiles should ideally be left intact and relatively undisturbed, and fishing either banned or 
restricted to the methods that are less likely to catch and drown crocodiles (e.g. cast nets and fish 
traps are a preferred alternative to gill nets and hooks). In areas with resident villages, the zones and 
main “dos and don’ts” could take the form of community regulations or by-laws (see Annex II), 
discussed and agreed with all households. While local consultation and consent is crucial, it is 
important to involve Network members or other experts in this process to ensure that the crocodiles’ 
needs are recognised and incorporated. 

4.c. Secure high-level protected status for RRP sites. Seek advice from the Director-General of MAFF on 
the process for securing the highest possible level of protection (e.g. a Royal or Prime Ministerial 
decree as a Crocodile Sanctuary). A useful precedent is the Ang Trapaing Thmor Crane Sanctuary. This 
process will proceed more smoothly if all relevant stakeholders, including any resident communities, 
have agreed to the RRP. Once approved, signage and boundary markers may be used to demarcate 
the area(s) under protection, especially at entry points that are likely to be used by people. 

4.d. Develop a concise management plan for every RRP site. Every reintroduction and re-inforcement site 
should have a short management plan, developed in consultation with stakeholders. Plans may be 
brief - see Box 6 for a basic format. If the RRP site is part of a larger protected area, the site 
management plan should be integrated with the overall protected area management plan. 

4.e. Establish and support a field team to manage each site before, during and after crocodiles are 
released. Personnel to protect and manage the crocodile sites will vary between sites and may 
include government officers, rangers, village wardens, NGO staff, military police, police, district 
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government, etc. If the RRP site is inside a larger protected area, the field team should establish close 
links with the protected area management staff. Very remote release sites may not require a 
permanent presence, but should be monitored periodically. 

 

Objective 5 – SOURCE STOCK: Cambodian Siamese crocodiles obtained and 
prepared for release 

The IUCN42 recommends that the individuals to be reintroduced should preferably be of the same 
subspecies or race as those that were extirpated. While it is desirable that source animals come from the 
wild, the removal of individuals must not endanger the source population. If captive stock is used, it must 
be from a population that has been soundly managed. The source population should ideally be genetically 
closely related to the original native stock and show similar ecological characteristics (morphology, 
physiology, behaviour, habitat preference). Care should be taken to ensure that potentially dangerous 
captive-bred animals (such as large carnivores) are not too confident in the presence of humans. 

The release stock will be pure-bred Siamese crocodiles, preferably of Cambodian origin, from several 
sources: (1) captive-bred stock from the Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre; (2) captive bred stock 
from other participating zoos and farms in Cambodia (to be identified) and, to a lesser extent, (3) rescued 
wild crocodiles (confiscated from poachers and fishermen or removed by conservationists from sites that 
are being destroyed). As indicated in Box 8 (Objective 6), if mainly juvenile crocodiles are to be released, it 
hundreds of individuals must be bred to ensure sufficient animals will survive to maturity in the wild. 

Because very few animals currently remain in the wild, this plan does not condone collecting wild 
crocodiles or eggs unless there is a compelling reason to believe they will not survive in their current 
location. Nor does this plan currently recommend using captive-bred Siamese crocodiles from collections 
outside Cambodia, but this option should to be re-considered if it proves too difficult to produce sufficient 
stock locally. A number of good zoos in the USA and Europe would be willing to supply pure-bred Siamese 
crocodiles at their own expense to help conserve this species in the wild. 

Box 6. Contents of a site management plan 

The following format is recommended for small, simple sites.   

Part 1. Brief description of the site (= Activity 2.e) 

 Location (including map) and legal status 

 Environmental conditions or habitats  

 Socio economic conditions and stakeholder analysis 

 Principal threats 

Part 2. Priority Action Plan 

Essential actions required to manage the site. The following categories might apply 

 Essential research and survey work 

 Wildlife and habitat protection 

 Education and community projects (see Activities 3.b - 3.e) 

 Habitat restoration or enhancement 

Part 3. Implementation 

 Governance and staffing responsibilities for implementing the plan 

 Monitoring programme (including the crocodiles and condition of the site – see Activity 7.b) 

 Work plan and costs 
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Key activities: 

5.a. Develop and maintain the Siamese crocodile captive facility at Phnom Tamao to breed and rear 
crocodiles for release.e The Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre has genetically-tested Siamese 
crocodiles and is rearing a mixture of age and size classes for release. It also has facilities to 
temporarily house rescued wild crocodiles (See Activity 5.d). Over time, new breeding stock should be 
introduced to diversify the blood lines of the breeding stock (ensuring they are purebred Siamese 
crocodiles42). Additional enclosures should be constructed to meet the RRP needs.  

5.b. Identify well-managed crocodile farms or zoos to participate in the breeding programme. Some 
collections may be willing to donatef or exchange captive-bred crocodiles for release. The breeding 
stock, and a sample of progeny, must first be genetically tested to ensure they do not contain 
Crocodylus rhombifer or C. porosus DNA and to ensure they are not too closely related (interbreeding 
of siblings or of parents with offspring should be avoided). Ideally, the collection would not have 
other crocodile species or hybrids on its grounds, nor import animals from other collections (which 
would incur the need for more frequent, expensive genetic testing).  

 

 

 

                                                             

e  In August 2012, the Centre held 28 pure-bred Siamese crocodiles (2 adult males, 3 adult females, 12 sub-adults, 11 
juveniles), which have been genetically tested97 and marked with microchip tags. The breeding stock are known or 
inferred to have been wild-caught, but have spent many years in captivity. 

f  Donations of healthy, pure-bred stock should be welcomed, but donated stock are likely to be hatchlings, which have low 
rates of survival in the wild than crocodiles of a metre or more in length (Box 8).  

Box 7. Criteria for selecting Siamese crocodiles for reintroduction and reinforcement 

Essential characteristics 

 Genetically pure-bred Siamese crocodiles † 

 In good physical condition – healthy body weight, disease-free, no major injuries or deformities 

 Release group contains males and females 

 Release group has a mixture of parents – not all descended from the same mother or father 

 Not confident around humans – retreat when approached. 

Preferred characteristics 

 Originated from the same geographical area of Cambodia as the release site* 

 Born in the wild and/or has lived under semi-natural conditions 

 Accustomed to feeding on a diversity of food, including live prey 

 Not less than one metre in length - natural mortality is high among hatchlings in the wild+ 

 Release group contains an equal sex ratio of males and females 

 Release group contains a mixture of size and age groups 

 Have had minimal human contact 

†  No known or suspected hybrid crocodiles should be released. Hybrids could be significantly more dangerous to 
people and to other crocodiles.   

*  Unless proven otherwise, Siamese crocodiles in Cambodian farms and zoos may have originated from any part of 
Cambodia; not necessarily from the same province in which the farm or zoo is located.  

+ If hatchlings are used, a very large number (thousands) would need to be released to compensate for their likely low 
survival (Box 8). The only advantage of releasing hatchlings is they cost significantly less to produce than older 
animals. The disadvantages are they are difficult to monitor, suffer high mortality and will take a long time (c. 15 
years) to establish a breeding colony. Furthermore, if all of the animals must be genetically tested to confirm they 
are not hybrids, the cost of releasing thousands of hatchlings could be prohibitively expensive.  
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Box 8. Projected natural survival rates of Siamese crocodiles in the wild 

 

Data based on observed survival of Siamese crocodiles in Cambodia in small wetlands with no crocodile 

hunting and only infrequent fishing, and corroborated with data from other freshwater crocodilians, 

including C. acutus96. Approximately 60% of wild clutches are normally lost to floods and predators before 

hatching. Mortality rates are typically high among hatchlings and juveniles due to natural predators, and may 

be even higher among released hatchlings than wild-born ones101. After three or four years of age, survival 

rates improve as the crocodiles become too big for most predators. Mortality rates will vary among locations 

and years, but this graph suggests that to establish one mature Siamese crocodile in a well protected site in 

the wild it is necessary to release at least 80 hatchlings OR 18 one-year olds OR 8 two-year olds. These 

figures should be treated with caution, however, because significantly lower juvenile survival rates have 

been recorded in some species41. Generally, the more animals released, and the bigger they are, the better 

the chances of successfully establishing a breeding population.  
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5.c. Produce healthy stock suitable for release. For all captive collections involved in this programme, 
keepers and managers must have knowledge and skills in crocodile husbandry and be capable of 
maintaining accurate records of their stock, including all new births, deaths and stock purchases or 
transfers: Training, including refresher training, may be required. While all keepers should learn how 
to inspect the stock daily for signs of ill-health or injury, access to expert veterinary support is strongly 
recommended, especially to investigate the causes of any deaths, refusal to feed or poor breeding 
performance. Enclosures for breeding and rearing crocodiles, or temporarily housing rescued wild 
crocodiles, should meet the welfare and safety requirements of the animals and of their keepers, and 
must never be overcrowded. The American Zoo Association has developed guidelines for managing 
crocodilians in captivity, which could be adapted for Cambodia and translated into Khmer language. 

5.d. Establish policy on the release of rescued wild crocodiles that cannot be returned to their origin. 
These include crocodiles that have been (i) confiscated from poachers or fishermen and whose 
capture locality is uncertain, or (ii) rescued from sites that will be destroyed. These animals will be 
released in one of the proposed release sites with minimal delay and stress. No wild crocodile shall be 
retained in captivity for breeding or other purposes unless there is a compelling reason to believe it 
cannot survive in the wild. If there is any doubt as to their origing, animals should be genetically 
tested before being released. 

5.e. Establish a marking system for all crocodiles used for breeding or release. All stock, including 
captive-bred and rescued wild crocodiles, should have a permanent mark to distinguish them from 
other captive or wild animals. As a minimum, this should entail the complete removal of at least one 
tail scute using a scalpel or sharp knife, which can be easily observed by eye. A microchip tag is also 
recommended, being harder to fake or misinterpret. All stock involved in this programme should be 
housed separately from hybrids or other new animals of uncertain origin. 

5.f. Prepare the captive stock for life in the wild. Crocodiles generally need little or no training to adapt 
to life in the wild. However, crocodiles that have been held in captivity for long periods may become 
heavily imprinted on certain foods, physically weak, and/or fearless of people. Captive facilities 
should offer a diversity of foods, including live fish, frogs and other live prey to stimulate their hunting 
skills and encourage physical activity. Care should be taken to avoid the crocodiles associating people 
with food: the keeper should ideally be concealed from view when food is provided, and individuals 
that do not flee when approached by people should be given (humane) aversion therapy or rejected 
from the RRP.  

Objective 6 – RELEASE: Crocodiles released and at least four breeding colonies 
established 

The IUCN42 advises that care must be taken to ensure that the stock is free from contagious diseases and 
non-native parasites before release: appropriate veterinary measures should ensure the health of released 
stock throughout the programme. Transport plans should be developed for delivering stock to the 
reintroduction site, with special emphasis on ways to minimize stress on the individuals during transport. It 
is also necessary to develop a release strategy, which may include the acclimatization of release stock to 
the release area; behavioural training; group size and composition; release techniques and timing. 
Reintroduction programmes should establish policies on interventions (see below).  

Key activities: 

6.a. For every RRP site, determine the number and sizes of animals for release. If the release site 
contains wild crocodiles (i.e. reinforcement sites, or sites where the reintroduction process has 
already begun), the release of smaller, immature crocodiles is recommended to reduce the risk of 

                                                             

g  For example, any crocodiles confiscated in the vicinity of the Srepok River, the Cardamom Mountains or other areas with 
remote wild populations can probably be assumed to be pure-bred Siamese crocodiles. Crocodiles captured in the Tonle 
Sap River, the Great Lake or other waterways near crocodile farms, on the other hand, could potentially come from 
escaped farm stock and should therefore be genetically tested before being released. 
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them being attacked by territorial resident crocodiles. As a general rule, every site is likely to require 
the release of at least 800 hatchlings or 175 one-year-olds or 80 two-year olds (or a smaller number of 
older animals, if available). However, it is not yet known whether it would be better to release a 
mixture of size classes in each site (to replicate a natural colony structure) or release animals of equal 
size. Monitoring (Activity 7.c) will be essential to test and apply the best approach. While some 
animals may be siblings, it is important to ensure that some are unrelated to create a more diverse 
gene pool. As more data become available, the build-up of the released population could be usefully 
simulated using a Population and Habitat Viability Analysis82 to specify the optimum number and 
composition of individuals to be released to establish a breeding population. (VORTEX software to 
conduct this analysis can be downloaded free of charge from http://www.cbsg.org/cbsg/vortex/ and 
has been used in other crocodile management projects74).  

6.b. Develop standard operational procedure to assess the health of the crocodiles to be released. This 
SOP should be developed by veterinarians and use methods that can be learned and applied in 
Cambodia. Veterinarians with specialist crocodilian expertise may be found through the Crocodile 
Specialist Group. Generally, common visible signs of ill-health include lethargy, refusal to eat, changes 
in faeces or urine, vomiting, coughing, panting, lameness, and swellings on the body or legs. Wild 
caught crocodiles that have been recently rescued may refuse to feed in captivity, but should be 
released promptly if they otherwise appear healthy. Any animals found to be infected or which test 
positive for contagious pathogens will be removed from the release group, and the remainder will be 
placed in strict quarantine before a re-test.  

6.c. Develop standard operational procedure for transporting and releasing crocodiles, and ensure all 
handlers are appropriately trained and equipped. This SOP will define the mode of transport for each 
part of journey, safety measures for crocodiles and handlers, equipment needs (e.g. transport 
containers), and the number of people and their required skills. Crocodiles will be moved from their 
source (e.g. Phnom Tamao) to the release site by the quickest route possible. Because stress can be 
fatal, the animals must not be allowed to overheat, suffer extreme physical discomfort or be unduly 
frightened by people and loud noises. Their eyes should be covered and the jaws bound until release. 
One person should be nominated to lead the restraint, relocation and release of crocodiles. 

6.d. Decide policy on post-release interventions. Supplemental feeding of crocodiles post-release is 
unlikely to be necessary and is probably best avoided. However, if a released crocodile shows signs of 
being ill, injured or starving, moves to a hazardous location or presents a clear danger to people, the 
field-based personnel will require clear directives from the Network on whether and how they may 
recapture and relocate it.  

6.e. Develop government policy on handling complaints about released wild crocodiles. By definition, 
wild animals are not under anyone’s ownership or control and, for this reason, there is no legislation 
in Cambodia requiring compensation for damage caused by wild animals. Government financial 
compensation schemes should generally be avoided, especially in developing countries where few of 
them have proved to be successful or sustainable34. However, the National Crocodile Conservation 
Network should consider establishing a rapid response team to investigate serious complaints and 
determine whether any problems can be alleviated (e.g. an unusually aggressive crocodile should be 
relocated). The FA/MoE/FFI Cambodian Elephant Conservation Group’s Rapid Response Team 
provides a useful model for this approach. Importantly, the risk of complaints and claims can be 
significantly mitigated through education programmes (Activity 3.b), ensuring community members 
recognise both the risks and benefits before giving their consent (Activities 3.c-3.f), and establishing 
participatory site regulations (Activity 4.b) and management plans (Activity 4.d) to minimise the 
chance of conflicts happening in the first place. 

6.f. Transfer release stock from captivity to each RRP site in turn (approximately one site initiated per 
year), following the protocols established and agreed through the activities above. Before releasing 
crocodiles, the checklist in Annex I should be followed. 
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Objective 7 – MONITORING: Monitoring and evaluation mechanisms implemented  

The IUCN42 states that research is required, which should include: monitoring the health and survival of 
individuals (intervention may be necessary); demographic, ecological and behavioural studies of released 
stock; studies long-term adaptation by individuals and the population; and collection and investigation of 
mortalities. Monitoring data should be used to test methods and as a basis for making decisions to revise, 
reschedule or discontinue the programme where necessary. An evaluation of the cost-effectiveness and 
success of the reintroduction techniques would be useful for other practitioners. 

Research and monitoring are an important part of this programme. As more is learned about the 
crocodiles, sites, stakeholders, project team and methods, findings should be used to continually refine 
the plan and improve the way the RRP is carried out (i.e. “adaptive management”, Box 10). The lessons 
learned from implementing this RRP, including the techniques that worked or failed, will be useful for 
other conservation programmes in Cambodia and overseas (Objective 8).  

Systematic monitoring and evaluation is also necessary to enable the Network to demonstrate to its 
sponsors and other contributors and decision-makers that the project is making effective use of 
resources. Section 3 outlines five main indicators to measure project success.  

Key activities: 

7.a. Monitor the RRP stock in the participating breeding facilities. Every captive facility should maintain a 
stock book or database, including eggs produced, eggs hatched, the individuals in each pen, and 
mortalities. Animals involved in the captive breeding programme should be marked (ideally using 
microchip tags and by clipping tail scutes – see Box 9) sexed, and measured (body mass, snout-vent 
length, tail length) annually. A complete database of all individuals, their marks, gender, body 
measurements and location should be held centrally by the Network. Every pen should be inspected 
at least once a day. Deaths, injuries and possible diseases should be reported to the Network and the 
cause identified. Management regimes - feed type and quantity, frequency of cleaning pools, egg 
incubation conditions, etc. - should be documented and any significant changes reported. 

7.b. Develop and implement a detailed monitoring plan for every reintroduction and reinforcement site. 
In every RRP site, monitoring will follow a ‘Pressure-State-Response’ framework60. For each of the 
three components, a small number of indicators or variables will be selected that can be measured 
consistently and efficiently in the field. The monitoring methods may vary between sites, but possible 
examples include:  

i. Threats to the crocodiles and their habitats (=Pressure): e.g. the number of fishers that use the 
wetland monthly and annually; the number of snares found annually by wardens patrolling the 
wetland; the percentage of local people with negative attitudes towards the crocodiles;  

ii. The status of the crocodiles and their habitat (=State): e.g. the number of crocodiles observed per 
transect survey; the number of nests produced after the released animals reach maturity; annual 
variation in water levels;   

iii. The management actions taken (=Response): e.g. the number of crocodiles released every year; 
the number of person-hours of patrols conducted; percentage of local households participating in 
education activities.  

Methods for collecting, filing and analysing these data must be prepared in advance and staff trained 
as necessary. Even if most of the work is delegated to field personnel, the Network members should 
conduct site visits to verify all is well. 

7.c. As far as possible, monitor released animals to assess growth, survival, dispersal and future 
reproduction. All released crocodiles will be marked with microchip tags and by clipping up to three 
tail scutes. For at least the first six months after release and at least once a year thereafter, the 
crocodiles will be visually monitored using direct observations by day or by night. A sample of both 
sexes of the released crocodiles should also be radiotracked for at least one year, to determine 
whether their behaviour differs from non-released wild crocodiles93 and remain in the intended area. 
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Crocodiles should be generally left undisturbed after release, but any individuals that are captured or 
found dead should be identified, measured and their location recorded. In reinforcement sites, any 
positive or negative interactions between the existing resident crocodiles and released stock should 
also be documented. Note that because wild crocodiles are naturally shy and most of the proposed 
release sites are remote and densely vegetated, project personnel should not expect to see all or 
even most of the crocodiles during site visits.  

When the released animals are expected to attain maturity (by approximately 15 years of age), the 
RRP sites should be surveyed intensively for nests during the nesting season (April-June) and surveyed 
at least annually for hatchlings or juveniles. Hatchlings are most easily found by searching for their 
eyeshine by torchlight. If there are villages nearby, local people may be the first to detect nests and 
young. Any local reports should be investigated to confirm they are crocodiles and not, for example, 
water monitor lizards Varanus salvator or Indochinese water dragons Physignathus cocincinus. 

7.d. Commission research studies to address critical management questions. Information gaps will be 
identified as the programme develops. At the time of writing, important questions include:- What is 
the normal growth rate and mortality rate of Siamese crocodiles in the wild? At what age do male and 
female Siamese crocodiles mature in the wild? What are the attitudes of people towards crocodiles in 
each of the prospective RRP sites? What is the optimum size to rear a crocodile for release, taking 
into account production costs as well as post-release survival? While some of this research can be 
carried out by the project implementation team, certain topics can be allocated to students or 
consultant scientists.  

Box 9. Example of a system used to individually mark a crocodile by clipping tail scutes 

 

Up to three scutes are marked by being cut off (most easily seen from a distance), punctured or branded. 

The point between the double row and single row of tail scutes is considered to be zero. Counting down 

the tail from this point, the single scutes represent hundreds. Counting forwards, the double scutes 

represent tens on the left and units on the right. It is recommended that at least one of the scutes on the 

‘double row’ should be clipped as a precaution against the crocodile losing the end of its tail in a fight. In 

captivity, the clipped scutes will need to be periodically re-cut to keep them conspicuous. After release, 

the tail scutes should be reclipped only if the crocodile is captured for other reasons. Figure adapted from 

Webb in Bolton (1989)7. 
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7.e. Evaluate the cost-effectiveness and success of the captive breeding and reintroduction techniques. 
Using the project’s annual accounts, the Network will document the actual costs of implementing 
different components of this plan and, in particular, assess success against the main project indicators 
shown in Section 3. Additional indicators may be added at any time. 

7.f. Use findings and lessons-learned to refine and improve management decisions. Regular (at least 
quarterly) team meetings should be held at both site-level and at national level to evaluate progress 
and decide how to resolve problems and improve the project plan. Emergency meetings may be 
called if a serious problem or major new opportunity is discovered.  

 

Objective 8 – DISSEMINATION: The Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan has 
popular support, and benefits other conservation initiatives 

The IUCN42 recommends regular publications in scientific and popular literature in order to disseminate 
techniques and lessons learned to other conservation practitioners. Provision should be made for publicity 
and public education about the project. 

While Activity 3.b addresses the education of local, site-specific stakeholders, the success of this RRP will 
undoubtedly benefit from winning the interest, understanding and support of high-level decision-makers, 
the wider public in Cambodia, as well as donor organisations. This will require both mass media coverage 
and targeted approaches towards key individuals and organisations. Members of the National Crocodile 
Conservation Network and their colleagues already have extensive experience in publicising Siamese 
crocodile conservation actions in Cambodia. While it is fortunate that crocodiles have enormous media 
appeal, the Network must work hard to address common misconceptions and misplaced fears that might 
otherwise undermine the RRP.  

Sharing the methods and lessons learned from this RRP could also prove invaluable for other 
conservationists in Cambodia and overseas, especially those working to conserve Siamese crocodiles in 
other countries. Communicating with other conservationists will add even more value to this RRP, and will 
encourage sharing of their useful skills and knowledge in return.  

 

 

Box 10. The adaptive management cycle 
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Key activities: 

8.a. Mass communication of important RRP activities and outputs. Network members can utilise existing 
contacts in the Cambodian and international media to disseminate information and news about 
Siamese crocodiles and the RRP. Where possible, important announcements should take the form of 
a planned Press Release in which the Network can ensure the facts are correct and the appropriate 
organisations and individuals are credited. The Network should decide a policy on how to respond to 
unsolicited requests from journalists, and how to respond to potentially damaging or misleading 
information in the press - poorly handled media relations could make the team appear foolish, 
disorganised or evasive. Members of Network and field teams may benefit from media training to 
learn how to conduct clear and effective interviews.    

8.b. Engage with priority audiences who can directly influence project success. In particular, high-ranking 
government officials, donor organisations, local community leaders and landscape managers. Each 
audience will need to be engaged on their own terms, and this may range from holding personal 
meetings to inviting dignitaries to provide speeches at releases and other significant project events. 
The opportunity to visit project captive breeding facilities and field sites will help to foster a greater 
interest in supporting the RRP. 

8.c. Publish methods and results in scientific periodicals and presentations. Preference should be given 
to periodicals that are peer-reviewed and available for free, open access (e.g. the Cambodian Journal 
of Natural History, Herpetological Conservation and Biology, Open Conservation Biology Journal). The 
newsletter and meetings of the IUCN/SSC Crocodile Specialist Group are particularly effective in 
reaching other crocodile conservation practitioners. It is important to remember that conservationists 
can learn as much from the problems and failures as from the successes of a project. 

8.d. Host and conduct exchange visits with other crocodile practitioners. This can be an effective way to 
exchange knowledge and skills. As well as inviting visitors to visit this initiative in Cambodia, project 
personnel could gain new ideas and skills by visiting crocodile breeding facilities and reintroduction 
projects in developing countries overseas, including Cat Tien National Park (Vietnam), the Mabuwaya 
Foundation (The Philippines) and Madras Crocodile Bank Trust (India). 

 

 

Community wardens, government staff and Buddhist monks preparing to release  
head-started Siamese crocodiles (© Jeremy Holden, FFI-CCCP). 
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3 Indicators of Success 

The IUCN42 recommends short-term and long-term success indicators are identified for the duration of the 
reintroduction or reinforcement programme.  

Indicator 1 – Released crocodiles exhibit comparable growth and survival to wild-
born crocodiles 

Rationale- If released crocodiles show relatively poor growth and high mortality in the wild, this may 
indicate problems with the RRP site and its management, or flaws in the husbandry and preparation of 
crocodiles for release. In either case, the chance of establishing a viable breeding colony are poor, and the 
project team will need to urgently reconsider the site or methods. 

Measurement – This indicator is difficult to apply accurately because crocodiles are often difficult to see 
and catch in the wild, and because there is considerable natural variation in growth and survival rates 
between habitats and between individuals. Some data on the sizes and fate of released crocodiles will be 
gained from Activity 7.c and compared to Box 8, which presents an approximate indication of annual 
mortality rates in the wild, but should be revised as more data become available. Under Activity 7.d, 
research effort should be invested in monitoring the growth and survival of marked young Siamese 
crocodiles in other sites in Cambodia, and exchange data with field researchers working on this species 
elsewhere in Southeast Asia.  

Indicator 2 – Released crocodiles are confirmed to reproduce in all sites by 15 years 
of age 

Rationale – A reintroduction or reinforcement operation can be considered successful only if the animals 
establish a breeding population. 15 years is considered the approximate age of maturity in wild Siamese 
crocodiles, but it is possible some individuals will grow and mature more rapidly, especially if reared 
under optimal conditions in captivity. 

Measurement – Once the surviving released animals are expected to reach maturity, the RRP sites should 
be surveyed annually for nests, hatchlings and/or juveniles (Activity 7.c).  

Indicator 3 – All reintroduction and reinforcement sites are protected by law and 
have effective managers, enforcement personnel and regulations in place 

Rationale – Siamese crocodiles have vanished from most parts of Asia due to human activities, and all RRP 
sites will therefore require a high level of protection to prevent local extinction. Objective 4 focuses on 
protecting crocodiles and their habitats in the RRP sites and is underpinned by other Objectives, especially 
Objective 3.  

Measurement – Activity 7.b must include systematic monitoring of the actions taken to protect the RRP 
sites and the crocodiles, as well as the status of the crocodiles and habitat, and evidence of threats. The 
Network should conduct site visits to evaluate field staff and verify the management and protection of the 
area is satisfactory. 

Indicator 4 – Sustained support from local stakeholders to conserve crocodiles and 
habitats 

Rationale – The long term success of this programme hinges on support from local stakeholders, including 
local communities, local government officials and protected area staff. Interest, cooperation and concerns 
may change over time (especially as the crocodiles become larger and more numerous), and the 
composition of local stakeholders is also liable to change. 
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Measurement – The attitudes and perceptions of local stakeholders, especially local communities if 
present, will be assessed before releases take place (Objective 3 activities) and should continue to be 
monitored for signs of change (Activity 7.b). While local knowledge and attitudes may be measured 
routinely using questionnaires, it is even more important to observe the behaviour of stakeholders, 
including any signs of them upholding or disregarding measures to protect crocodiles and their habitats. 

Indicator 5 – Reintroduction and/or reinforcement programmes are developed in 
other parts of the species range, citing lessons learned from this project 

Rationale – The Siamese crocodile has been largely extirpated throughout Southeast Asia, and several 
countries have begun or are planning reintroduction and reinforcement programmes. While this RRP is 
specific to Cambodia, the results could inform and guide other country programmes to conserve Siamese 
crocodiles. 

Measurement – The Network will maintain contact with other conservationists in Southeast Asia, and 
keep a record of those who consult the project team or cite this programme in their publications. 
Published citations can be monitored using internet search engines, for example Google Scholar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A Siamese crocodile egg in Sre Ambel District is examined by Heng Sovannara (FiA/WCS) and  
Boyd Simpson (FFI) to check it is fertile before carefully returning it to the nest  

(© Sam Han, FA-CCCP). 
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4 Risks and Mitigation 

Risk 1 – Released crocodiles are a perceived or actual threat to local communities 

Summary of issues – Many people are nervous or frightened of crocodiles, especially those who do not 
live in areas with crocodiles. Importantly, there are no confirmed records of purebred Siamese crocodiles 
being ‘man-eaters’, even from historical times when this species was common and widespread 
throughout Southeast Asia. Siamese crocodiles normally prey on fish, snakes and other animals that are 
considerably smaller than a human. Nevertheless, any crocodile is capable of inflicting a nasty bite if 
trapped or otherwise provoked, and other species of similar size are known to have attacked people when 
under extreme stress. Hybrid crocodiles (siamensis x porosus or rhombifer) tend to be more aggressive 
and grow larger than purebred Siamese crocodiles, and could be serious threat to humans. Another 
important consideration for this project is that crocodiles that have been raised in captivity may be more 
confident around people than their wild counterparts, and therefore more likely to come into contact 
with humans and fishing gear. Crocodiles could have some negative impacts on rural livelihoods by 
damaging fishing equipment or preying on hunting dogs or small livestock. Even though some 
communities believe crocodiles are lucky, some households believe that to see a crocodile will bring 
misfortune. If people consider crocodiles a nuisance or danger to themselves, their families or their 
livelihoods, this could lead to the crocodiles being killed and complaints or demands for compensation 
from the organisations that released them. 

Mitigation -  

 Genetic testing of all captive stock involved in the RRP will ensure no hybrids are released (Activity 
5.a, Activity 5.b).  

 Reintroduction sites will be situated in areas far from human settlements, taking into account the fact 
that the crocodiles or their progeny may disperse upstream or downstream from the release site. 
Ideally, these will be in the existing core zones of protected landscapes, where people are not 
generally permitted to go (Activity 2.a).  

 Reinforcement sites, which still have resident crocodiles, may be in areas used by people, but 
crocodiles should not be released without their prior informed consent. Special precautions should be 
taken where necessary to minimise conflict, such as enabling fishers to replace gillnets with cast nets, 
fish traps or other gear less likely to catch or be broken by crocodiles. Direct compensation pay-outs 
should be avoided, but the project team should seek other ways to enhance the livelihoods of these 
communities (Activity 3.d). If local communities report problems, their complaints should be 
investigated promptly.  

 Captive crocodiles for release must not be habituated to people, and should flee when approached. 
Keepers must avoid ‘taming’ the crocodiles or encourage them to approach to be fed. Captive rearing 
facilities should be in quiet areas out of public view. In most cases, the trauma of being caught and 
transported to the release site should be enough to make even captive-bred crocodiles wary of 
human contact. During follow up monitoring of the released crocodiles, researchers should verify that 
crocodiles flee and dive underwater when approached, and make no attempt to habituate them. 
Individuals that show no fear of humans may have to be recaptured if they frighten local people or 
are at greater risk of being poached (Activity 6.d). 

Risk 2 – Unacceptably high mortalities of crocodiles in captivity and during and after 
release 

Summary of issues – Crocodiles are actually quite fragile and sensitive animals, in spite of their armour. 
Being ectothermic, crocodiles cannot regulate their body temperature in the same way that most 
mammals and birds can, and prolonged exposure to extreme temperatures (far below or above 30°C) can 
be fatal. Extreme exertion – for example, when struggling to escape – can cause crocodiles to accumulate 
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fatal amounts of lactic acid. Crocodiles are also prone to a number of serious ailments, especially in 
captivity, including nutrient deficiency, stomatitis (mouth rot) and viral diseases. Overcrowding, 
overheating, excessive disturbance and other forms of stress can result in the crocodile refusing to feed. 
Other common causes of death include predation by other animals, hunting by humans and accidental 
drowning in fishing gear. It is unlikely this plan can be implemented without some individuals dying in 
captivity or during and after release, but it is important to minimise these losses. A high level of 
mortalities could result in negative publicity and, more importantly, failure to establish wild breeding 
colonies.  

Mitigation -  

 Captive husbandry procedures and facilities (Activities 5.a, 5.b) must put the welfare of the 
crocodiles first, and pay particular attention to avoid overcrowding, provide the right nutrition, 
provide access to both water and land areas, and ensure all individuals are able to achieve their 
preferred body temperature at all times. Quarantining of new arrivals or sick individuals will further 
ensure the stock remain healthy. 

 Standard operational procedures for health screening (Activity 6.b) should help to ensure only 
healthy animals are moved and released.  

 Standard operational procedures for translocation (Activity 6.c) will put the welfare of the animals 
first. Great care must be taken to protect the crocodiles from overheating while being transported on 
trucks or motorbikes: where possible, animals should be moved at night. The jaws of the crocodiles 
should be bound to prevent them from biting each other (or the handlers) and covering their eyes 
(e.g. with duct tape) will help to keep them calm.  

 Rearing individuals in captivity until they are 1 metre long can help to avoid the naturally high 
mortality rates of small individuals in the wild (Box 8, Activity 6.a). This approach will incur higher 
production costs per individual, but fewer individuals will be required.   

 Post-release monitoring (Activity 7.c) will help the project team to estimate mortality rates, and any 
carcasses should be examined for the cause of death. If losses are much higher than one would 
normally expect in a wild population (Box 8), the Network will re-examine the management strategy 
and perhaps reject the site from the programme.  

Risk 3 – New colonies succumb to poaching, habitat degradation and other human 
hazards 

Summary of issues – The Siamese crocodile is a commercially valuable animal in a poor country that has 
high levels of corruption and inadequate understanding and enforcement of the law. Furthermore, this 
species depends on wetlands, many of which are seriously threatened by intensive fishing, agricultural 
conversion, pollution and hydropower dams and other factors. Because Siamese crocodiles have been 
wiped out from most of their range in Cambodia, even in remote areas, it would be irresponsible to 
release more crocodiles into areas where their chance of surviving is low.  

Mitigation -  

 Select the safest available sites, where no dams or other major developments, planned or 
anticipated, will jeopardise the crocodiles and their habitat. The project team will conduct thorough 
research, including consultations at local, provincial and national government levels, before selecting 
sites (Activities 2.a-2.d). Waterways and wetlands used for fishing are best avoided, unless this threat 
can be realistically reduced or mitigated (e.g. converting fishers from modern gill nets and hooks to 
cast nets and traps, or to artificial fish farms). 

 Ensure sites are fully and effectively protected before releasing any crocodiles. As well as being 
protected by law, even remote sites will require a management plan and regulations, enforced by 
rangers and with the active cooperation of local communities (if present). It may be prudent to avoid 
mentioning the names of project sites in public communications.  
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 Publicise the strictly protected status of crocodiles, both locally (Activity 3.b) and through mass 
media (Activity 8.a). It should become common knowledge that taking crocodiles from the wild is a 
criminal offence: no less serious than poaching tigers or elephants. 

Risk 4 – Personnel implementing the Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan are 
injured or killed 

Summary of issues – Although Siamese crocodiles are not considered to be ‘man-eaters’, they are 
potentially dangerous animals and can inflict a serious bite. Any personnel involved in handling, catching 
or transporting crocodiles - when the animals will be extremely frightened - are at risk of being bitten 
unless they take due precautions. Even greater risks come from road accidents, when project staff travel 
to captive facilities and project sites. Most sites currently occupied by Siamese crocodiles or suitable for 
reintroduction are remote and have a number of hazards, including virulent strains of malaria, dangerous 
wild animals and unmarked minefields. Crossing rivers is especially dangerous during the rainy season.   

Mitigation -  

 Conduct risk assessments for every site and major project activity, to identify hazards to human 
health and safety, and practical measures to avoid them. (FFI has standard templates in English for 
risk assessments which could be translated for this purpose). The findings and mitigation measures 
should be discussed with all personnel.  

 Develop emergency rescue protocols to ensure that if any personnel become seriously sick or injured, 
they will be evacuated from the field to receive medical care as quickly as possible. Protocols should 
be updated regularly. 

 Project personnel must be well-trained and equipped to perform their work safely. For example: 
Crocodiles should be handled only by persons with the right training and equipment; Persons in the 
field should ideally work in groups of three or more and have a means of communicating in case of 
emergency; The location and contact details of the nearest hospitals or other medical facilities should 
be known to all personnel.  

 Project personnel must have accident and medical insurance. This includes full time staff as well as 
short-term employees or volunteers. 

Risk 5 – The Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan detracts resources from 
conserving existing wild populations 

Summary of issues – Cambodia’s existing wild breeding colonies need concerted attention to protect 
them from poaching, excessive fishing pressure and habitat degradation and loss. Many crocodile colonies 
are threatened by hydropower dams and other developments and are unlikely to survive without 
intervention. Between 2005 and 2011, the direct cost of protecting and managing three crocodile areas in 
the Cardamom Mountains, including local community outreach and support, exceeded $80,000 per year. 
If human and financial resources are redirected from existing wild stocks, more wild crocodiles could 
disappear from the wild faster than the RRP can replace them.  

Mitigation -  

 Coordinate planning for the RRP and other ongoing initiatives: Seek opportunities to streamline and 
share costs (e.g. selecting RRP sites that are in the same region as existing wild stocks to enable the 
same staff to cover both more easily), but ensure existing breeding populations always take priority 
when resources are limited. This coordination will be aided by the fact that members of the Network 
are already leading the conservation of existing stocks in Ou Saom, Areng, Sre Ambel and elsewhere, 
and know what level of resources these need.  
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Risk 6 – The Reintroduction and Reinforcement Plan lacks sufficient long term 
funding 

Summary of issues – This is a major challenge: This plan will take approximately two decades to complete, 
at the cost of approximately US$150-250,000 per year (US$ 4 million total) to cover personnel costs, 
travel, equipment, food for captive stock etc. There will also be recurrent management costs thereafter, 
to protect and monitor the new wild colonies. It is likely that most of this funding will have to be secured 
from overseas. While a number of species conservation projects in Cambodia have operated successfully 
at this level for years, global conservation funding is increasingly competitive and most grants are smaller 
than $20,000. Without sufficient funds, this RRP can only partially achieve its objectives and goal. 

Mitigation -  

 Invest in developing a diverse funding base. In addition to targeting traditional conservation donors, 
pursue corporate sponsorship (e.g. companies whose brand is linked to crocodiles, water or 
Cambodia) and explore fundraising through public ‘adopt-a-crocodile’ schemes, memberships and 
merchandise. Activities that involve and benefit local communities could qualify for rural 
development and education grants.  

 Encourage ‘in-kind’ support from other organisations with an interest in wildlife conservation in 
Cambodia. For example, a number of international NGOs support the MAFF and MoE to manage 
protected landscapes, and could potentially contribute staff time, field equipment and other forms of 
assistance to support the reintroduction or reinforcement of Siamese crocodiles within these areas. 

 
 

 

Villagers in Thmar Bang District gather in a well-known Siamese crocodile breeding site  
in the Cardamom Mountains which contains large adults and their young.  

They say they have fished this pond in this way for over a thousand years without  
any danger from the crocodiles (© Boyd Simpson, FFI-CCCP).
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5 Implementing Organisations 

The implementing organisations will include, but not necessarily limited to: 

Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) 

Fisheries Administration (FiA): The FiA is the government authority under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries responsible for the management of the fisheries industry and crocodile farms in 
Cambodia. It also has the jurisdiction for the management of all aquatic resources, including wetlands and 
inundated forests.  

Forestry Administration (FA): The FA is the government authority under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries responsible for forests, forest resources and wildlife management in Cambodia. 
Most remaining colonies of Siamese crocodiles are in areas managed by the FA, and four staff are 
permanently attached to the Cambodian Crocodile Conservation Programme (CCCP). The FA is also 
responsible for Phnom Tamao Wildlife Rescue Centre, where a Siamese crocodile breeding facility is 
located.  

International conservation NGOs 

Fauna & Flora International (FFI): Founded in 1903, FFI was the world’s first international conservation 
organization. FFI acts to conserve threatened species and ecosystems worldwide, choosing solutions that 
are sustainable based on sound science, and take account of human needs. FFI is active in over 40 
countries and has its headquarters in Cambridge, UK. FFI has been acive in Cambodia since 1996, working 
in partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Ministry of Environment, and 
Ministry of Youth, Education and Sport.  

Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS): The WCS, founded in the USA in 1895, has a commitment to protect 
25% of the world’s biodiversity, WCS addresses four of the biggest issues facing wildlife and wild places: 
climate change; natural resource exploitation; the connection between wildlife health and human health; 
and the sustainable development of human livelihoods. WCS is committed to this mission because it is 
essential to the integrity of life on Earth. 

 

 
Sorn Piseth and a community Crocodile Warden in the Cardamom Mountains 

expertly attach a radiotransmitter to a wild Siamese crocodile (© Sam Han, FA-CCCP). 
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6 General Work Plan and Budget 

This is a broad prediction for the period 2012-2031. More detailed operational plans and budgets should 
be prepared at least every two years. The symbols xxx (high), xx (medium), x (low) give an approximate 
indication of the frequency or intensity of effort needed in each year. 

 

  
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

2018-
2021 

2022- 
2031 

Objective 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT – An effective management structure established to implement the 
RRP 

1.a. Establish a multi-agency National Crocodile Conservation 
Network with the mandate to lead the RRP.  

xxx x x x x x x x 

1.b. Form a wider network of organisations and individuals to 
provide expert advice and assistance.  

xx xxx x x x x x x 

1.c. Develop annual or biennial operational plans and 
budgets.  

xx  xx  xx   xx xx 

1.d. Raise funds to conduct all components of this 
programme. 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

1.e. Recruit, train and equip personnel to implement each 
component of the plan.  

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx 

1.f. Produce project progress reports (at least one per year) x x x x x x x x 

Objective 2 – SITE SELECTION – Wetlands short-listed for reintroduction or reinforcement 

2.a. Draft a list of potential sites for reintroduction or 
reinforcement.  

xx xx x x x x x   

2.b. Estimate the crocodile carrying capacity of each site, 
based on habitat area and quality.  

xx xx xx x x x x   

2.c. For each site, perform a stakeholder analysis and begin 
preliminary consultations with key stakeholders.  

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx x    

2.d. For each site, conduct a thorough threat analysis.  xx xxx xxx xxx xxx x    

2.e. Prepare descriptions of every site, with maps and 
photographs. 

xx xxx xxx xxx xxx x    

Objective 3 – STAKEHOLDERS – Approval and co-operation secured from stakeholders 

3.a. Conduct Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRAs) of local 
communities.  

xxx xxx xxx xxx x     

3.b. Deliver a tailored education and outreach campaign to 
strengthen local understanding of crocodiles. 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx x x 

3.c.  With each group of stakeholders, discuss the potential 
impacts, costs and benefits of the RRP.  

xx xxx xxx xxx xxx x x x 

3.d.  If appropriate, design and deliver measures to enhance 
the livelihoods of local communities 

xx xxx xxx xxx xxx x x x 

3.e. Actively encourage and enable stakeholder participation 
in the RRP. 

xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx 

3.f. Obtain the written, informed consent of local 
communities, local government and other key stakeholders 
before proceeding with a release.  

 xxx xxx xxx xxx  xxx  xx xx x 

Objective 4 – SITE MANAGEMENT – Reintroduction and reinforcement sites are secured and managed 

4.a. For every RRP site, identify the most important area(s) 
that require management and protection. 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx x x x 

4.b. Use participatory methods to identify management zones 
and develop locally-agreed regulations. 

xx xxx xxx xxx xx xx xx x 

4.c. Secure high-level protected status for RRP sites.  xx xxx xxx xxx xxx      

4.d. Develop a concise management plan for every RRP site.  xx xxx xxx xxx xxx      

4.e. Establish and support a field team to manage each site 
before, during and after crocodiles are released.  

 xx xx xxx xxx xx xx x x 
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

2018-
2021 

2022- 
2031 

Objective 5 – SOURCE STOCK - Cambodian Siamese crocodiles obtained and prepared for release 
5.a. Develop and maintain the Siamese crocodile captive 
facility at Phnom Tamao to breed and rear crocodiles for 
release. 

xxx xxx x x x x x x 

5.b. Identify well-managed crocodile farms or zoos to 
participate in the breeding programme. 

x xxx xxx x x x x x 

5.c. Produce healthy stock suitable for release.   xxx xxx xxx xx xx xx xx   

5.d. Establish policy on the release of rescued wild crocodiles 
that cannot be returned to their origin.  

xxx           

5.e. Establish a marking system for all crocodiles used for 
breeding or release.  

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx   

5.f. Prepare the captive stock for life in the wild.  xxx  xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx   

Objective 6 – RELEASE - Crocodiles released and at least four breeding colonies established  

6.a. For each RRP site, determine the number and sizes of 
animals for release. 

xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xx   

6.b. Develop standard operational procedures to assess the 
health of the crocodiles to be released. 

xxx           

6.c.  Develop standard operational procedures for 
transporting and releasing crocodiles, and ensure all handlers 
are appropriately trained and equipped.  

 xxx           

6.d. Decide policy on post-release interventions.  xxx           

6.e. Develop government policy on handling complaints about 
released wild crocodiles.  

xxx           

6.f. Transfer release stock from captivity to each RRP site in 
turn (approximately one site per year). 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx x x x  

Objective 7 – MONITORING - Monitoring and evaluation mechanisms implemented   
7.a. Monitor the RRP stock in the participating breeding 
facilities.  

xx xx xx xx xx xx x   

7.b. Develop and implement a monitoring plan for every 
reintroduction and reinforcement site. 

 xxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx xx  xx 

7.c. As far as possible, monitor released animals to assess 
growth, survival, dispersal and future reproduction. 

 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

7.d. Commission research studies to address critical 
management questions.  

xx xx xx xx xx xx xx x 

7.e. Evaluate the cost-effectiveness and success of the 
breeding and reintroduction techniques.  

     xxx xxx xxx xxx 

7.f. Use findings and lessons-learned to refine and improve 
management decisions.  

xx xx xx xx xx xx xx x 

Objective 8 – DISSEMINATION - The RRP gains popular support and benefits other conservation initiatives  
8.a. Mass communication of important RRP activities and 
outputs.  

xx xx xxx xxx xx xx xx xx 

8.b. Engage with priority audiences who can directly influence 
project success.  

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx 

8.c. Publish methods and results in scientific periodicals and 
presentations.  

  x xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

8.d. Host and conduct exchange visits with other crocodile 
practitioners.  

  x x x x x x x 

Minimum estimated cost per year  150 200 200 200 200 200 150 100 

 (US$ ‘000s)             (x 4) (x 10) 
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Hundreds of villagers have been consulted during the development of this Reintroduction  
and Reinforcement Plan. This photograph shows members of an indigenous ‘Khmer  

Daeum’ community in the Central Cardamom Mountains (© Hor Leng, FA-CCCP). 
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Aerial view of the Ta Jiruk Crocodile Sanctuary, established by the people of  
Ou Saom Commune, Veal Veng District, in 2004 (© Boyd Simpson, CCCP).
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Annex I Checklist before releasing crocodiles 

Release site (for reintroduction or reinforcement) 

 Has the release site been surveyed and confirmed to meet all of the essential habitat criteria?: 

o Situated within the species’ natural distribution range  

o Not more than 600 metres above sea level 

o Capable of supporting at least 100 adult and sub-adult crocodiles (i.e. c. 100 hectares of 
open water or 10 kilometres of river) 

o At least some parts of the water body retain not less than 1.5 metres depth of water all 
year 

o The water body is surrounded by natural vegetation 

o Evidence of a diversity of prey, including snakes, fish and small mammals 

o Ponds or other stagnant areas suitable as nursery areas 

o Low or zero fishing by people, especially in the prospective nursery areas 

o Not downstream of any known or likely hydropower dam developments 

o No (reintroduction) or very few (reinforcement) Siamese crocodiles remain 

 Has a stakeholder analysis been completed? (Activity 2.c) 

 Has a threat analysis been completed? (Activity 2.d) 

 If villages are in or near the site, has there been 

o A socioeconomic study (e.g. PRA)? (Activity 3.a) 

o Education activities and consultations to ensure villagers understand the risks and 
benefits? (Activities 3.b, 3.c) 

o A zoning plan and regulations developed to enable crocodiles and people to avoid 
conflict? (Activities 4.a, 4.b) 

o A written agreement from villagers, consenting to the release? (Activity 3.f) 

 Have other key stakeholders consented to the release? (Activity 3.f) 

 Are important habitats within the site protected by law? (Activity 4.c) 

 Does the site have a management plan, at least in draft? (Activity 4.d) 

 Does the site have a nominated team of people responsible for its management and 
enforcement? (Activity 4.e) 

 For each site, has a decision been made on how many crocodiles to release? (Activity 6.a) 

Crocodiles 

 If wild crocodiles are already present in the site, are their approximate number, size and 
distribution known? (Activity 2.a) 

 Are the crocodiles intended for release confirmed to be pure-bred Siamese crocodiles of 
Cambodian origin? (Activity 5.a, 5.b, 5.c) 

 Do the captive-bred crocodiles come from a number of different parents? (If the first batch are 
siblings, subsequent batches should come from different parents) (Activity 5.a, 5.b, 5.c) 
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 Have the crocodiles been marked, and their marks accurately logged on a database? (Activity 5.e) 

 Have the crocodiles passed the health screening protocol? (Activity 6.b) 

 Do the crocodiles appear nervous or fearful of people? (Activity 5.f) 

 Do the crocodiles accept a variety of food, including live prey? (Activity 5.f) 

 Will this operation abide by the project protocol for transportation and release? (Activity 6.c) 

Management 

 Is there an agreed policy on how to respond to any complaints about the crocodiles in this site? 
(Activity 6.e) 

 Has a risk assessment been carried out and the results discussed with the project team? (page 29) 

 Have all personnel responsible for catching, transporting and releasing crocodiles been trained 
and equipped? (Activity 1.e) 

 Has a basic monitoring programme been designed to monitor the crocodiles and site before, 
during and after release? (Activity 7.b) 

 Has a decision been made on whether or not to publicise the release, and whether or not to 
invite any dignitaries or media? (Activities 8.a, 8.b) 

 

 

 

Camera trap photograph of a wild Siamese crocodile in Pursat Province (©CCCP). 
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Annex II Example regulations for crocodile sanctuaries in areas used 
by people 

Extract from community by-laws developed for the Ta Jireuk Crocodile Sanctuary in Veal Veng Marsh 
(Ou Saom Commune, Veal Veng District, Pursat Province) 

The following regulations were developed in 2004 by means of a participatory process that involved all 
households in Ou Saom (O’Som) Commune. While the sanctuary has continued to be used by people for 
fishing and other purposes, the community agreed to certain restrictions to protect the crocodiles and 
reduce the risk of conflict. 

Areas for Crocodile Conservation: (291 ha) 

To conserve the population of crocodiles in Veal Veng Marsh, the following areas form a crocodile 
sanctuary: Boeung Mluch, Chrolorng Svay, Romeas Ngoarb, Trapaing Kok, Spean Smach, Trapaing Sroh, 
Trapaing Arng Phleung, Ptool Wat and Koh Treah [place names within the marsh]. 

Hunting, Possession and Sale of Crocodiles and their parts 

– No hunting of crocodiles or all other forms of animals in the crocodile sanctuary area is permitted.  

– It is forbidden to collect, buy, sell or trade crocodiles, crocodile eggs or products inside or outside the 
crocodile sanctuary. 

– Offenders caught carrying out the above offences will be reported to the appropriate authority for 
prosecution under national law.   

Fishing 

– Prohibited equipment: The use of gill nets and fishing with hooks is prohibited in the crocodile 
sanctuary, as is all fishing equipment that is illegal under the Fisheries Law.   

– Permitted equipment: Fishing with ungrhut (cone-shaped baskets), samnung (cast nets) and chneang 
(scoops) by commune members is permitted in the sanctuary area. Members must take care not to 
disturb crocodiles while fishing.  

– The use of illegal fishing gear will incur penalties under Article 36, 37 and 38 of the Fisheries Law.  

Preservation of Crocodile Habitat 

– Changing of the crocodile habitat is not permitted. This includes: 

o Cutting of trees or plants 

o Changing water flow by digging new paddy fields, channels or building paddy bunds in the sanctuary 

o Making camps or buildings 

o Grazing buffaloes in the crocodile sanctuary 

– Fires: No fires to be lit within 20 metres of the sanctuary boundary or within the sanctuary   

– Disturbance of nesting areas: There must be no disturbance to nesting areas and nesting crocodiles. 
Nesting crocodiles are not to be approached, and nests must not be touched.   

 

 
 


